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USD gets "The Last Word" on immigr ation

All Photos by Natalie Kunstadter/TheVista

ABOVE: From left, co-hosts MariaTeresa Kumar and Lawrence O'Donnell lead a discussion about U.S. immigration with panelists Celso (last name unidentified), Dolores Huerta and Michael Cutler.
BELOW: Actress Rosario Dawson and Harris County Sheriff Adrian Garcia sit in the front row of ShileyTheater during a commercial break.
BOTTOM: Audience members wait in line to share their thoughts during the question and answer segment of the live broadcast. From left, sophomore Dylan Heyden, attorney Cynthia Carrasco, USD professor of business law
Linda Barkacs and member of San Diego Immigration Rights Consortium Rosemary Johnston, prepare to speak.

MSNBC hosts live
town hall event to
discuss problems
with immigration
By Bernadette Smith
Shiley Theater lit up on Monday
evening to have a discussion of United
States border politics with MSNBC's
Lawrence O'Donnell. "The Last Word,"
co-hosted by O'Donnell and Maria
Teresa Kumar of the organization Voto
Latino, was a two-hour special edition
filmed live from the theater.
"It's great to represent USD and be
engaged in such a relevant political dis
cussion," senior Anwar Hussain said.
Before filming started at 7 p.m.,
faculty from USD's media relations de
partment were busy making last-minute
preparations. There were a total of 70
chairs on stage behind O'Donnell and
Kumar, where students, faculty and
alumni were permitted to sit. To get a
seat onstage, people had to undergo a
short interview with media relations
earlier in the week, and arrived in the
theater at 5 p.m. the night of the broad
cast.
"We reached out to invite many
people - the Alumni board, the Parent
Board, Linda Vista community mem
bers," said Pamela Gray Pay ton, as
sistant vice president of USD public
affairs. "Then there's also the dean's
guests. MSNBC's guests and Voto La
tino's guests."
Voto Latino is an non-partisan,
nonprofit organization that was cofounded by Kumar and actress Rosario
Dawson in 2004. The organization
encourages young Latinos to register
to vote and participate in political dis
cussion. Voto Latino has won numerous
awards, including the MySpace Impact
Award for Online Organizing.
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Although final
seating of "The
Last Word" attendees was supposed to
be cut off by 6:30 p.m., only about half
of the theater was filled. In order to pre
vent empty seats from showing up on
national television, media relations sent
representatives to the library and to the
SLP to track down more students. The
office of media relations said they had
received more than 800 student RSVPs
last week, yet barely half that number
was in attendance. Eventually, peopie
were brought forwards from the back
of the theater to fill the rows all the way
across.
Once the theater was settled, an
MSNBC staff member thanked Mary
Lyons for allowing the network to film
at USD. He explained that "the crew
wanted to stay longer because of the
beautiful campus."
Lyons expressed her "hope that
the conversation about immigration
can continue" beyond this discussion.
"Thank you to MSNBC," she said.
"This broadcast is the experience of a
lifetime."
O'Donnell also addressed the audi
ence and explained the dos and don'ts
of live audience participation. "It's ex
citing to have a live studio audience...
[because] 1 usually have a cold little
closet to film in. We need you as an
audience, and we need your participa
tion. It's about hearing from you. Let us
know on the spot what you're thinking.
Our only advantage over you is that
we spent one hour before this in the
makeup room."
After a 10-second countdown to
airtime from producers, O'Donnell and
Kumar welcomed their at-home view
ers and made opening remarks for the
"Beyond Borderlines" special.
"The temperature of the immigra
tion debate is heating up," Kumar said.
"We need to peel back the layers and
create space for Americans to talk."
Kumar also explained that the
"Beyond Borderlines" special was the
first ever live conversation about im
migration in the history of national TV.
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"Fundamentally, it's a human issue of
families being torn apart," she said.
The two hour show was then
divided into segments covering differ
ent aspects of the immigration debate.
In the first portion of the discussion,
Harris County Sheriff Adrian Garcia
and co-founder of Voto Latino Rosario
Dawson discussed the effects of illegal
immigration for legal U.S. citizens.
A video clip of townspeople from
Fremont, Neb., demonstrated a local
government that took control of the
immigration issue where the state and
federal governments fell short by ban
ning immigrants entirely.
"While I agree with the opinions
that were put forth,I definitely feel like
the discussion was one-sided," senior
Natalie Kunstadter said. "It would've
been nice to have a more balanced con
tribution from both sides o%he issue."
Later guests included Michael
Cutler from the Center for Immigration
Studies in Washington. Telemundo's
Jose Diaz Balart, Executive Director of
the Latino Partnership for Conservative
Principles Alfonso Aguilar, New York
University professor of globalization
Marcelo Suarez-Orozco, USD direc
tor of the Trans-Border Institute David
Shirk and a young illegal immigrant
from Arizona named Celso.
There were several points during
the broadcast in which O'Donnell
turned to the audience for questions
and comments. Attendees who wanted
to speak stood in line behind MSNBC
microphones set up in the aisles. "We
want really long questions and crazy
speeches," O'Donnell joked during
a commercial break. "Is that what we
really want? No. If you do, we will sit
up here and make fun of you."
At the end of the broadcast.
O'Donnell thanked the audience, on
stage and off stage, for their attendance
and participation. Senior Julio DeJesus
was one of the students able to sit on
stage for the broadcast. "It was a great
experience," he said. "Also,I just really
wanted to be on TV."
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Nutritional supplement promises better concentration
By Brittany Ramchandani
As finals
quickly approach,
many students will find themselves
subsisting on coffee or energy
drinks. Other students may resort
to taking prescription drugs such as
Adderall and Ritalin, which, when
used as prescribed, are intended to
treat Attention Deficit Hyperactiv
ity Disorder. All of these options
can be detrimental to one's health,
especially under the stress students
endure during the exam period.
There is, however, a new product on
the market designed specifically for
students as a mental study aide.
Study Buddy is a nutritional
supplement designed by Tyler Johansen, a graduate of the Univer
sity of Arizona. Johansen founded
Brainiac Supplements, LLC, and in
2009 he worked with a compounding
pharmacist to develop Study Buddy,

using natural ingredients. He wanted
to give students the opportunity to

cause.
Johansen's intent was to create
an over-the-counter product that
would help students remain alert
during their everyday school activi
ties.
"Study Buddy is manufactured
'in a cGMP lab," Johansen said. "This
means our manufacturer is overseen
by the FDA. Ninety-nine percent of
all nutracueticals, including energy
drinks or shots, snacks, gum, etc.,
aren't manufactured under these
standards."
According to AdderallAbuse.
net, students often use Adderall be
cause it allows them to concentrate
011 their studies for hours at a time.
Adderall users can even become ad
dicted to the drug when using it for
the wrong reasons, especially if they
are
not seeking to cure the symptoms
Lauren Millslagle/The Vista
of ADHD. This is what Johansen
feel alert and energized without the wanted to veer students away from.
sluggish effects that stimulants can Johansen's Study Buddy provides a

nutritional way to remain energized
without resorting to prescription
stimulants that can be otherwise
harmful.
Study Buddy claims to enhance
memory and cognitive abilities,
improve circulation to the brain,
balance the effects of oxidative free
radicals in the brain and normalize
the neurotransmitters acetylcholine
and dopamine, which are responsible
for cognition, learning and memory.
Study Buddy was first marketed
earlier this year to the student body
at U of A, according to the Arizona
Daily Wildcat. U of A first started
carrying Study Buddy in their Bookend Cafe, right outside the library.
After their first
shipment. Study
Buddy sold out.
Johansen brought Study Buddy
to USD to sell at the Torero Store.
The Torero Store has sold out of
Study Buddy and currently does not
have any of the product to sell.

Obama endorses India for permanent seat on Security Council
By Sara Johnson

year terms, the 15 members must
always be present at the primary
headquarters in New York in the
President Obama has endorsed event of an emergency meeting.
India to hold a permanent seat on India is not the only country vying
the United Nations Security Council. for a permanent seat. Japan, Brazil
According to The New York Times, and Germany are also looking to be
lasat week the President expressed included as permanent members of
his intentions to Manmahan Singh, the UNSC.
The announcement came at the
Prime Minister of India, to "create
a deeper partnership of the world's close of Obama's three-day visit
two largest democracies that would to India, which was praised by the
expand commercial ties and check Indian government because it proves
the influence of an increasingly the United States' commitment to
the newfound relationship. Despite
assertive China."
In addition to the recommendation stark differences between the two
for a Security Council seat, Obama countries' domestic and international
also lifted longstanding export policies, Obama still called India an
controls on sensitive technologies in "indispensable" partner in today's
India, although the specific details political arena.
Although analysts do not expect
have not yet been released.
The UNSC is composed of India to receive a permanent seat on
five permanent members, including the Security Council anytime in the
China, France, Russia, the United near future, Obama still believes the
Kingdom and the United States. relationship between the two countries
Many nations have criticized the will be one of this century's defining
United Nations Security Council's partnerships. Obama believes that
permanent panel for not reflecting "as two global leaders, the United
the 21st century world. Regardless, States and India can partner for
each of these five member states global security — especially as India
holds veto power, and combined with serves on the Security Council [as
the 10 rotating members on two- a non-permanent member] over the

Stevia: The extract
that's a sweet deal

By Bernadette Smith
Stevia is a sweetener and herbal
supplement derived from crushing
the leaves of the Stevia plant. It is
native to South America and has
been added to yerba mate drinks
for centuries. It is favored as a
sweetener because it has no calories
and, in concentrated amounts, is far
sweeter than granule sugar. Stevia is
not an artificial sweetener because it
is naturally obtained, and thus has
inherent benefits over other noncalorie sweeteners.
Although it has a mild aftertaste,
it does not taste chemical-y, as do
many of the products like Equal or
Sweet 'N Low. Just like any other
herb or spice, it takes time to get
accustomed to the taste.
For the past several decades
the Japanese have used Stevia
as a wholesale commodity to
sweeten their foods. According
to HolisticMed.com, even
big
companies like Coca-Cola and
Beatrice foods have adopted Stevia
as the main sweetener in their
products. The products can only be
sold in countries that approve the
use of Stevia, like Japan and Brazil.
The United States Food and Drug
Administration has yet to approve
Stevia, on grounds of not having
enough research into its health
effects. Stevia has yet to enter the
American food market because of
the FDA's block.
There is no better large-scale
research into health effects than
observing a cultural usage over
several centuries. Stevia's use in
South American countries has been
just that. In 1918, Dr. M. S. Bertoni
wrote about the effects of Stevia as

part of a European research team in
Brazil. According to HolisticMed.
com, he explained that Stevia "is
not toxic but, on the contrary, it is
healthful...|and] it can be employed
directly
in
its
natural
state,
(pulverized leaves)."
Ironically, Stevia has yet to be
approved for use not only in the
U.S., but also the European Union.
EU officials claim they do not know
enough about the toxicology of
Stevia, yet studies were performed
by the Japanese in the late 1970s and
'80s when they first began using the
extract.
Allegedly, the American FDA
has yet to approve Stevia because
its cheap production and ease of
availability would be a major threat
to producers of artificial sweeteners.
Instead, Stevia can only be sold as
a supplement in the U.S. at health
food stores because the FDA does
not legislate vitamins.
Officials point to concerns about
Stevia's effects on the reproductive
system, development of cancer and
energy metabolism, but as of yet
these claims are just speculation.
The use of artificial sweeteners, on
the other hand, has been directly
tied to these three harms, as well
as many others. When consumed in
very large amounts, sweeteners like
aspartame, sucralose and saccharin
are carcinogenic, can cause weight
gain and even have a role in birth
control. South Americans have used
the Stevia extract for centuries, yet
have never reported any of these
effects. On the contrary, many
promote its advantages.
Some
naturopathic
doctors
recommend taking Stevia as a daily
supplement because it can reduce
sugar cravings. The other great thing
about Stevia is that you can purchase
a large amount of it for very little
money. It comes in a white powder
form, and measures like regular table
sugar, cup for cup. Stevia can be
conveniently incorporated into any
recipe that calls for sugar, and it is
great in coffee or tea.
For more information about
Stevia, or locations to purchase
some, visit sweetleaf.com.

next two years."
In response to the United States'
recommendation, India's neighbors,
specifically Pakistan, have been
outwardly critical.
Pakistan, a
long-term rival of India, quickly
issued a retort, and criticized that,
"The U.S. should not be swayed by
power politics," reported the BBC.
Following this statement, Pakistan's
foreign ministry spokesman, Abdul
Basit, hopes "the U.S. will take a
moral view and not base itself on any
temporary expediency or exigencies
of politics."
Responding to the threat of
militancy from Pakistan, according to
the BBC. Obama stated that. "We will
continue to insist to Pakistan s leaders
that terrorist safe havens within their
borders are unacceptable, and that the
terrorists behind the Mumbai attacks
be brought to justice." The Mumbai
attacks occurred on Nov. 26, 2008,
and lasted nearly three days, killing
174 citizens, only nine of which were
gunmen. White House officials also
revealed that Obama briefed Prime
Minister Singh about an American
citizen who pleaded guilty to laying
the foundations of the attacks in
Mumbai.
Singh ended the trip
by
announcing that he would like to
"accelerate the deepening of ties to
work as equal partners in a strategic
relationship" between Washington
and Dehli, according to the BBC.
To promote this, Obama announced
$10 billion in new trade deals with
India, which will be instated upon his
arrival back to the states.
This announcement has had
significant repercussions in China,
specifically within Beijing. China has
always held acontentious relationship

Kelsey Perry/The Vista

with India and often expresses alarm
at America's efforts to strengthen
friendships with other Asian nations
wary of China's increasing power.
The partnership between the two
countries is cause for concern in
China and gives the country more
reason to criticize the move by the
United States Federal Reserve,
boosting the American economy by
pumping $600 billion into it, which
they believe is a move intended to
push down the value of the dollar and
boost American exports.
Brazil and Germany are two
countries backing China's criticism
of America's domestic financial
policy as well. In support of the
USFR's strategic move, Singh's

response! reported by The New York
Times, was that "anything that [will]
stimulate the underlying growth and
policies of entrepreneurship in the
United States [will] help the cause of
global prosperity."
Although the future of the
Washington-Dehli relationship is
unclear, Obama and Singh both
headed to South Korea later in the
week for a meeting of the Group of
20. Unfortunately, the G-20 was not
nearly as successful for Obama, as the
United States failed to achieve a freetrade deal with Korea. Following this
coming week in Washington, Obama
will immediately head overseas
again for the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization summit.

Helping the homeless one week at a time
By Kathrvn Johnson
According to the International
Society for Ecology and Culture,
more than five million Californians
consistently struggle to buy food,
and more than 1.2 million of those
individuals are forced to go hungry.
Oct. 14 to 20, marks the Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness Week
sponsored by the National Coalition
for the Homeless and the National
Student Campaign Against Hunger
& Homelessness.
According to the NCH, "The
plight of those without a home
can be both lonely and difficult,
and addressing their struggles by
organizing and participating in this
week may bring greater solidarity
and understanding, as well as
promote future involvement."
The committee for Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness is led by
students, with the help of Erin Bishop
of the Romero Center, and John
Loggins of the Center for Awareness,
Service and Action. They organized
a week of events to provide students,
faculty and staff with easy ways to get
new perspectives and participate in
service events to fight homelessness.
"As I have gotten to know some
of the homeless population one on
one, I have been touched by their
stories," sophomore Kelly Fromm
said. "The stereotypes of lazy, dirty
and uneducated have been broken
down in my eyes. It still kills me to
drive down the street and see people
out there begging for money, but
it helps knowing that I am doing
something about it.1*'

The week began with the Faces
of Homelessness Panel, held on
Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in Aromas.
Homeless individuals from around
the San Diego community came to
campus to share their experiences of
living on the street.
The following day, HHAW
hosted a Hunger Banquet at 6 p.m.
in the UC. The banquet featured
several short YouTube videos tilled
with images, songs and statistics
relating to homelessness. Later in
the evening at 9 p.m., USD's Mass
for Peace in Founders Chapel was
offered up for homelessness.
Still to come is the Friday night
movie, a documentary called "Easy
Street," which will be showing
in the Plaza Mayor at 9 p.m. The
documentary, by Stephen Ashton
and Andrew Lee, was filmed over the
course of a year and shows the daily
lives of five homeless individuals.
According to the film's
website,
the location of the documentary, St.
Petersburg, Fla., is said to be "one
of the best places to live if you're
homeless."
According to the committee,
the goal of HHAW is to aid students
in recognizing the prevalence of
homelessness in San Diego and to
consider means for improvement.
During
the
planning
stages,
the committee drew from the
university's core values of Catholic
moral and social tradition, as well
as the commitment to service with
compassion, ethical conduct and
justice.
"When I first
began working
with the homeless community in
Cleveland, Ohio, I thought I was

going to change the world by finding
a 'cure' to what seemed to be a
'disease,'" sophomore Luke Dalla
Riva said. "Over the past four years,
I've learned to appreciate the dignity
of those on the streets. I admire those
who are honest about their situation
and making the best out of it, whether
by creating a relatively permanent
campsite, or by taking all the steps
necessary to get into traditional
housing again. I've realized more
than anything else, the people on
the streets are people, with stories,
successes, failures, emotions and,
above all, a lot to share about life."
In addition to HHAW, the Oscar
Romero Center offers a number of
ways to help the local homeless.
There are weekly trips to serve food
at the downtown St. Vincent de Paul
soup kitchen every Thursday from
10:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Once a semester, University
Ministry takes over the Interfaith
Shelter Network, a regional shelter
program, and sponsors trips to
serve the homeless in different
parts of San Diego county. Students
can also get involved with the
Toussaint
Academy, a
refuge
center for homeless teens, and host
group discussions for support and
mentoring. University Ministry is
also involved with the Rachel's
Women's Day Center which offers
counseling, job placement and other
health services for women. Students
can volunteer to staff the Rachel's
front desk for two to four hours a
week.
For more information on how to
join these programs, visit sandiego.
edu/administration/missionministry.

Correction: The Vista apologizes that the author's name attributed to the article titled
"Educational response to harassment" in last week's issue was incorrect. The author s name is
Brittany Ramchandani, not Tyler Wilson.
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"Question: What are you when you're lost in a cornfield? Answer: Corn-fused."
- DAVID R. SMITH

Russian
reporter
brutally
attacked

PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT

November 8th - 14th

NOVEMBER 12, 2010

NOVEMBER 10, 2010
Location: LA GRAN TERRAZA

Location: ALCALA VISTAS

At 5:55 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation it was reported that an iPod Touch and a
credit card had been taken from an unsecured locker
between 5 p.m. and 2:20 a.m. on Nov. 9.

At 4:21 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 12, 2010, Public Safety
received a report of a male subject following a female
student on Linda Vista Road while she was walking west
bound from the Vistas apartments to the main campus. He
was spotted again following her as she was walking eastbound back to the Vistas apartments. The male subject is
described as a white male with a white beard and wearing
baggy clothes. On Nov. 11, 2010, another female student
reported a similar incident with a male subject matching the
description above. The female was jogging on the east hill
on Torero Way towards the Vistas when she passed an
older white, heavy set male, wearing a red zip-up sweater,
shorts and a backpack. The female student felt that the
subject might have been trying to follow her. The Depart
ment of Public Safety immediately responded to investigate
the area, however, the subject was unable to be located.

NOVEMBER 10, 2010
Location: FOUNDERS HALL RESTROOM
At 1:50 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
suspicious activity occurring in a bathroom stall. Upon
investigation a male and female student were found in the
stall. The actions taking place were reported to be
consensual. Both students were identified and referred to
Student Affairs.

NOVEMBER 14, 2010

NOVEMBER 11, 2010
Location: WEST PARKING STRUCTURE
At 8:02 p.m. Public Safety observed a vehicle fail to stop at
multiple stop signs on campus. The vehicle was identified by
its license plate, however, the driver fled campus and was not
able to be contacted at the time of the incident. The incident
has been referred to Student Affairs.

Location: COPLEY LIBRARY
At 7:51 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of an
individual viewing inappropriate material on a university
computer. Upon investigation the individual was contacted,
identified as a non-student and advised to leave the
campus. The individual is described as a black male, 35
years of age with a thin build.

Convention Center has plans for improvement
By Nolan Chandler
The San Diego Convention Center
is set to have a multi-million dollar
makeover. Denver-based architect Curt
Fentress was unanimously selected by
the Convention Center Board to design
the remodel, which would add several
new features to the downtown Center.
The expansion includes 225,000 square
feet of exhibit space, 100,000 square
feet of meeting room space, an 8,000
square-foot ballroom, a 500-room hotel
next to the area and a five-acre grass
park on the roof.
According to KPBS News, "The
Convention Center Board Chairman,
Bob Nelson, said Fentress beat out the
competition with a cost effective design
that is a win-win for San Diegans and
visitors."
The design is unique because it
may result in a much cheaper cost than
its original estimate of $752 million,
and may even have lower operating
costs. Yet with all of the new proposed
additions, exact financial detailing has
yet to be decided.
NBC San Diego reported that
Mayor Jerry Sanders is opposed to
any type of public funding to finance
the remodel. Mayor Sanders has
allocated the task of financing to the
Port Commissioner, Steve Cushman.
As it stands, hotels, taxi companies,
restaurants and the Port district are
set to fund the remodel, but a formal
financial plan will need to be proposed
by the first quarter of next year.
Two major features the architectural
design will address are accessibility and
space utilization. The current size of the
Center is 2.6 million square feet, and the
new addition would add 780,000 square
feet.
"We don't want an open building,
we want open space," Fentress said to
Sign On San Diego.
The Convention Board approved of
Fentress' design because it would cost
markedly less than the original estimate,
while at the same time providing an
additional 225,000 square feet of
exhibit space to the ground level of the
building.
"I am excited to have the space for
bigger comic conventions here in San
Diego," sophomore William Tressel
said. "Also, I am hopeful that these
events will bring a larger revenue for
participating local businesses.'
These design plans are still

Existing Convention Center
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Planned Expansion
Natalie Kunstadter/The Vista

The San Diego Convention Center, located in downtown, is se'tto undergo a major remodelling projecfyDesigned by Denver architect,
Curt Fentress, the plans would improve the Center's accessibility and attractiveness to businesses.

preliminary and are open for public
recommendations. Two meetings will
be held at the current Convention
Center from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Nov.
18, and 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Nov. 20.
The expansion will allow visitors
to experience wider views of downtown
and the San Diego Bay, which will in
turn provide more aesthetic value to
the Center. With a better location and a
larger, more efficient use of space, local
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S t r e n g t h e n cCo( n n e c t i o n w i t h d o w n t o w n

mprove pedestrian access to city and bay

and out-of-town businesses are expected
to more readily utilize the Center.
"This design does more than
open and energize the waterfront for
all San Diegans. The Fentress design
significantly enhances San Diego's
ability to compete for those conventions
that offer taxpayers the biggest bang for
their buck," Nelson said to KPBS News.
Along with projected revenue
gains, the remodel is estimated to
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generate as many as 6,700 jobs.
The expansion will go through
environmental impact reviews that
will first have to be presented to the
Port Commissioner for consideration
in 2011. Afterwards, officials hope the
review will win the approval of the
California Coastal Commission in 2012.
If so, the 24-month construction can
begin the following year. The project is
set to be completed by 2015.
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By Sarah Jorgensen
Russian journalist Oleg Kashin, a
reporter for the daily newspaper Kommersant, was attacked outside of his
Moscow apartment. According to the
BBC, the attack, which occurred on
Nov. 6, left him with a concussion, a
broken jaw, broken fingers and frac
tures in both legs. The injuries Kashin
sustained were serious enough to re
quire a medically induced coma.
Kommersant editors suspect that
the attack was related to Kashin's re
cent work on the anti-Kremlin protests
and extremist rallies in Moscow.
"It's clear that the people who
did this did not like what he says and
writes," Kommersant editor Mikhail
Mikhailin said, according to the BBC.
No definite suspects have been
reported as of press time. Kashin's
neighbor, musician Yelena Pogrebizhskaya, allegedly saw two men
standing outside Kashin's apartment
on Friday afternoon with a bouquet of
flowers.
According to The New York
Times, Kashin's friend Mikhail V.
Zygar claimed that the journalist had
clashed with "various pro-Kremlin
organizations and politicians" dur
ing his work. Zygar said the conflicts
were with Molodaya Gvardiya (a proKremlin youth group) and Andrei Turchak (the governor of Pskov).
President Dmitri A. Medvedev
showed his personal support for Kash
in in a Twitter post: "The criminals
must be found and punished." He also
ordered Russia's general prosecutor to
oversee the investigation.
The incident is the latest in a se
ries of attacks against journalists in
Russia over the past decade. Nineteen
journalists have been murdered there
since 2000, and few of the cases have
led to a definite prosecution.
On Sept. 30, the Russian Prosecu
tor General's Office claimed it would
reopen five of the cases in response
to an appeal by the New York-based
Committee to Protect Journalists. The
CPJ recently ranked Russia as eighth
on a list of countries "where journalists
are killed regularly and governments
fail to solve the crimes," according to
Reuters. The Prosecutor General will
reopen the 2001 shooting of Eduard
Markevich, the death of Natalia Skryl
in 2002, the 2003 stabbing of Alexei
Sidorov, the death of Vagif Kochetkov
in 2005 and the 2006 killing of Anna
Politkovskaya.
The bias of the Prosecutor Gen
eral's Office, and its subsequent ef
fectiveness, is being called into ques
tion because of the recent conviction
of Mikhail Beketov. According to
the CPJ, Beketov, editor of the inde
pendent newspaper, Khimkinskaya
Pravda, was charged with criminally
slandering Khimki's mayor, Vladimir
Strelchenko, in a 2007 television inter
view. Beketov was convicted after the
mayor filed a lawsuit against him, and
subsequently, the court ordered Beke
tov to pay 5,000 rubles (the equivalent
of $ 160) for his offenses.
In a protest letter featured on the
CPJ website, CPJ director Kati Marton addressed Mayor Strelchenko and
chastised him for filing the lawsuit.
"As I am sure you know, Beketov was
brutally beaten in November 2008...
As a result, he lost a leg and several
fingers and suffered serious brain in
juries. Today, he is unable to speak...I
was frankly sickened to learn that this
man who was nearly killed in retalia
tion for his work, who can no longer
walk and speak, is being prosecuted
while his attackers walk free."
The CPJ website lists a series of
alarming statistics concerning attacks
on reporters. So far this year, 39 jour
nalists have been killed worldwide and
a total of 840 journalists have been
killed since 1992. Of those 840 deaths,
540 were journalists with impunity. In
addition, the CPJ cites 454 journalists
who are currently in exile. For more
information about what is being done
to protect journalists, visit cpj.org.
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Student support for campus farmers' market goes sour
Lack ofpayment options at root of low number of student purchases
By Bianca Bruno
Last year, USD marked its place
among the top educational institutions
committed to environmental justice. Not
only did USD have the grand opening of
the LED certified Student Life Pavilion,
but the campus community was also in
troduced to the first on campus farmers'
market.
The Tu Mercado weekly farmers'
market debuted on Sep. 9, 2009, as a
part of USD's continued effort to pro
mote sustainability. Held every Wednes
day between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in front
of the University Center, the farmers'
market has stood as a physical represen
tation of the environmental efforts the
school claims to be committed to.
Unfortunately, this year the farm
ers' market has not been utilized much
by the student population or the USD
community in general. On any given
Wednesday, there are only about two
to three vendors present at the farmers'
market with only one farm, Sage Moun
tain. represented. Last year, there were
at least four farms represented on a giv
en week, including Sun Grown Organics, Smit Orchards and Suzie's Farm, in
addition to Sage Mountain Farm.
Charles Ramos, a Dining Services
Manager says that there were too many
farms represented at the market, but
there weren't enough students purchas
ing food to make it worthwhile for the
farmers. "These farmers need to make
a certain amount of money to make it
worth their trip," Ramos said. " We had
to cut it down because we don't want to
flood the market with too many farm
ers."
While there may have been too
many farmers at the farmers' market
and not enough students shopping, why
hasn't the school addressed the fact that
not enough people are using this great
resource? Ramos said that many people
had asked the school for years to host a
farmers' market, but now that the school
has held the farmers' market for a year,
rather than getting bigger, the farmers'
market is downsizing.
Nehedi Hammad, owner of Egyp
tian Delights., is one of the few vendors
left who has been at the farmers' market
since the beginning. She says that she
encounters students who are interested
in buying Gyro lunches from her, but
they are deterred because they are unable
to use Dining Dollars or Campus Cash.
"It would be great if students could use
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Though the USD Farmers' Market has a wide selection of fresh offerings, USD students do not utilize it to its full potential.

their meal cards because when they find
out 1 can't take it, they leave," Hammad said. "The cafeteria is open all the
time and they take meal cards, so why
wouldn't students go there instead?"
Hammad said she asked the school
if they would allow students to use

Cleopatra comin'
at'cha

By Sarah Jorgensen
W'hen you think of famous
feminists
throughout
history,
you probably would not consider
Cleopatra to be one of them. The
famous Egyptian queen, known for
her love affairs with some of history's
most high-powered men, Caesar and
Marc Antony, is the recent topic of
the new book "Cleopatra: A Life," by
Stacy Schiff.
However, did you know that
Cleopatra spoke nine languages and
was very involved with the policy and
lawmaking of Egypt? Did it occur to
you that perhaps her love affairs were
very strategic partnerships to pursue
ulterior motives for her country? Did
you know that her ability to attract
men was not based on her looks
(ancient coins show her with a very
prominent nose), but rather on her
alluring personality?
As the author herself noted in an
interview with The New York Times,
our main cause for misunderstanding
Cleopatra is the context in which
her
contemporaries
documented
her life. In patriarchal societies like
ancient Egypt and Rome, it was
very threatening to encounter such a
strong-willed and intelligent woman.
Many of her contemporaries even
attributed her powers of persuasion to
magic.
The New York Times columnist
Maureen Dowd noted in a recent
column that many women politicians
today have little to be proud of. Many
of them suppress their femininity in
turn of a more masculine approach
or turn the opposite way and pursue
a hyper-feminized motif. Is there a
path in politics or in society, for that

matter, that allows a woman to simply
be a woman?
Let's go back to 2008 when
Hillary Clinton was one of the
first
serious female Presidential
candidates. The debate surrounding
her feminine emotional outbursts was
more prevalent than actual coverage
of her policies. Sarah Palin's "hockey
mom" image did little in causing
many people (including other women
like myself) to take her seriously as a
political force.
It is unfair to base one's opinion
of Hillary Clinton on the fact that
she became emotional during a press
conference. In Sarah Palin's case,
being a woman is not simply about
being a mother. Had Palin tackled her
campaign with the "hockey mom"
illustration as an aside, perhaps more
people would have respected her
as a politician. Cleopatra would be
disappointed in these women.
To be powerful, women do
not need to prove that they are
anything, they should just be. Take,
for example, Pepsi Co. CEO Indra
Nooyi. The commentary about her
business decisions does not include
the fact that she is a woman, and she
is running one of America's most
powerful companies.
Another
prime example
is
German Chancellor Angela Merkel.
She interacts with some of the most
powerful men in the world and is still
able to hold her own as the leader of
one of Europe's most influential and
successful countries in recent years.
These women are not critiqued based
on /heir gender. They are judged by
the work they do. When the element of
womanhood is left out of commentary
and judgment of their abilities, they
seem to be more respected.
I'm not saying that the merits
of the battle for women's rights
should be ignored, I just feel that
we have reached a point where the
hyperawareness of being a woman is,
in some ways, holding women back,
at least in politics. We've broken the
glass ceiling, and now is not the time
to be trumpeting that it's extraordinary
that a woman is running for president.
I'm sure that Cleopatra would agree.

their meal cards or campus cash, but the
school never got back to her. "I asked if
students could use their meals or some
thing so that we could connect with
the students, but they [dining services]
didn't get back to me."
Ramos said the school is unable to

accept Dining Dollars or Campus Cash
at the farmers' market because they do
not have the resources to do so. "It's
hard to take Dining Dollars because we
don't have the capabilities to because
it's [the farmers' market] in the middle
of the grass."

It makes perfect sense for USD to
allow the farmers to accept Dining Dol
lars or Campus Cash at the farmers' mar
ket if they really want the market to be
come the great resource it was intended
to be. Students have obviously not been
utilizing the farmers' market and if the
fact that students turn around when in
formed that Dining Dollars are not ac
cepted and head straight to La Paloma,
rather than buying a nice Gyro pita from
a local business, doesn't scream "change
your Dining Dollars policy," I don't
know what will.
When sororities host bake sales dur
ing dead hours to raise money for their
organizations, students are able to use
Campus Cash to purchase cookies and
cupcakes to support the Greek system.
Why can't students who want to support
local farmers buy tomatoes and straw
berries with their Campus Cash or Din
ing Dollars too?
This school has a tendency of mak
ing a big deal of their efforts to make this
campus more sustainable, but once the
novelty of an institution or idea dies off,
they don't make any efforts to maintain
or promote something they once claimed
to care so deeply about. The farmers'
market is one example of this "love me,
then leave me" attitude. This attitude has
also manifested in the community gar
den behind Missions Crossroads, which
has been replanted multiple times, but
not taken care of, leaving the plants to an
imminent death.
Phil Noble, owner of Sage Mountain
Farm, said that students have a responsi
bility to utilize the farmers' market. "If
the school is going out of their way to
create a market, then I think students and
faculty, especially, have a moral obliga
tion to utilize this source."
Noble also says that the lack of stu
dents purchasing goods at the farmers'
market is reflective of the general lack
of appreciation of the access to organic,
sustainably grown food the USD com
munity has. "There is not enough value
placed on a good farmers' market," he
said. "There is a disconnect."
Ultimately, it is up to the consumers
to cast their vote for support of the farm
ers' market and for sustainable, locally
grown food. Once more students and
members of the USD community start
utilizing the farmers' market, perhaps
Dining Services will allow them to make
purchases with Campus Cash or Dining
Dollars, thus making the market much
more accessible than it currently is.

California's death penalty
system in need of overhaul
By Regiiia Griffing
The death penalty is notoriously
one of the most controversial govern
ment policies in U.S. history. For centu
ries, debate has surrounded this judicial
punishment, and discussion has persist
ed until today.
There are many arguments for and
against the death penalty. The first and
most obvious argument in favor of the
death pentalty is the principle of deter
rence. Any criminal should realize that,
at least in California, if he kills someone
(and gets caught) there is a chance he
could get the death penalty. Retribution
is another principle in favor of this con
troversial policy. There is a sense of jus
tice, of evening the score, which comes
from killing a killer.
A third principle is fairness. The
government and its citizens form the ul
timate business contract. We all play by
the rules because we want everyone else
to play by the rules.
If someone acts outside these rules,
especially in the terrible ways that merit
the death penalty, they're breaking an
agreement - not just with the law, but
with society. Therefore, they must be
punished for their cruelty and to pre
serve our 'sense of security. Liberating
society from the presence of such peo
ple is certainly a valid action and legally
justifiable.
In theory, the death penalty is not
only extremely fair but it is essential for
the smooth running of society. But how
well does this theory work in the real
world? In reality, the death penalty is so
complex, lengthy, inefficient, expensive
and debated that Californians have gone
beyond asking if it's right. We should
now be asking ourselves if it is practical.
According to the Death Penalty
Information Center, after the death pen
alty was reinstated in California in 1974
there have been 13 executions total.
There are currently 670 persons on death
row, 16 of which are women. Texas, a
state that is known for its death penalty
policies, currently has 317 people on
death row. Presently, California employs
the death penalty more than twice as of
ten as Texas. Gary Gibson, a professor
at California Western School of Law,
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explained that, originally, murder, rape,
robbery and kidnapping could all merit
the death penalty while he was a guest
on KPBS's program "Death Penalty in
California." The death penalty can now
only be given for murder and excludes
juveniles and criminals who have any
sort of mental disability. In California,
criminals have the choice between le
thal injection and gas as means of death.
However, the California state legal sys
tem does include the alternate possibil
ity of life in prison without parole.
Both options are terrible punish
ments and both keep criminals well
away from society and from causing any
more harm. However, this leaves the
question of which is better from a mon
etary standpoint. The unwavering an
swer is that life without parole is much
better and kinder to taxpayer wallets.
The Death Penalty Information Center
claims that killing criminals results in
$90,000 of additional expenses, apart
from what is spent to maintain them,
per year per person. This adds up to a
whopping $63.3 million dollars a year
that, if the death penalty were abolished,
our state could be using somewhere else.
Annually the state of California spends
$137 million on the death penalty sys
tem.
This extraordinarily high cost is in
part a consequence of the fact that the
average time spent on death row, ac
cording to KPBS. is 25 years. For ex-

ample, according (o The Los Angeles
Times, Daniel Steven Jenkins murdered
Police Detective Thomas Williams
while he was picking up his six-year-old
son from church school. This happened
in 1985, and Jenkins, who was given the
death penalty, is still alive on death row.
It's been 22 years, and Friedman esti
mates that over 50,000 documents have
been generated for this case (Jenkins is
still pursuing the appeals process) at the
state's expense. This is ridiculous.
The lengthy stay on death row is
a result of the time it takes to find and
appoint lawyers for the appeal, usually
three to five years. To make this process
even longer, the Habeas Corpus petition
can be filed at the same time and usually
takes between eight and 10 years. After
wards, both documents must go through
the judicial system, and the California
Supreme Court is the only body that can
hear death penalty cases. It takes two
and a half years from the time all of the
briefs are received to hear the case in
the California Supreme Court, and from
there it goes to federal court. Seventy
percent of California s death verdicts
are overturned in federal court, accord
ing to KPBS'Gibson.
The death penalty system in Cali
fornia is a mess. It's long, complicated
and very costly in a time when the state
has very little money to spend. Though
it is a good idea in principle, it would be
much better to just get rid of it.
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Mexico's border town issues have direct impact on U.S.
built. In the past four years, around
75 tunnels have been discovered but
After years of attempting to not many have been found in this
improve Tijuana's border issues, kind of condition. The Los Angeles
it seems that the Mexican city is Times reported that "the passageway
starting to spiral back into even worse was lighted, ventilated and had a rail
conditions. Vidlence, drugs, illegal system."
immigration and crime are rising
Many are certain that the cartels
rapidly once again. With Tijuana are building many of the tunnels.
being so close to San Diego, it is According to BBC News, "This is
important for people to know about clearly organized crime at work. This
the issues that are plaguing this was the cartel."
neighboring town.
The cartel is blamed for much
On Nov. 3, USA Today released of the violence in Tijuana, although
an article announcing that border it often cannot be confirmed. In
control discovered a drug-smuggling October, an unidentified gunman
tunnel that was 1,800 feet long, killed 13 patients at a drugconnecting San Diego and Tijuana. rehabilitation clinic in Tijuana. Many
Overnight raids occurred and over 20 other massacres have occurred and are
tons of marijuana were seized by U.S. expected to continue. The cartel uses
agents in a California warehouse, these killings to demonstrate their
while over five tons of marijuana power and mercilessness. Oftentimes,
specific people are not chosen to be
were seized in Mexico.
This tunnel caused quite a stir, not killed - it is random. If you're in the
only because of the drug smuggling, wrong place at the wrong time, you
but also because of how well it was could be included in that massacre.

By Alex Bozich

The cartel often strikes without
warning and it is not a concern to
them who is around. These random
killings have scared off tourists and
visitors, as they should. People used
to take road trips down to Tijuana just
to have a quick, authentic Mexican
experience, but these days, such trips
are not safe.
While it is true that issues with
drugs and violence along the border
are hard to stop, there are people
trying to combat the problem. Police
Chief Julian Leyzaola Perez has
been credited as a force of change
in Tijuana. He is a retired Army
officer and has been working hard
to uncover many drug tunnels and
reduce violence. He has been helping
to make the border a safer place by
removing many corrupt cops who
formerly ran the police units. It is
estimated that he removed around
600 corrupt cops by arresting them or
forcing them to resign. By removing
many corrupt cops who would accept

bribes from drug lords and gangs, he
is making the police force stronger
and more reliable.
It is important that the people of
Tijuana have policemen that they can
trust. They'll be more likely to speak
about what's happening and they'll
tell the truth rather than worry about
their voices being unheard.
A different issue that directly
affects
California
is
illegal
immigration. California currently
holds America's largest population
of illegal immigrants. According
to
USimmigrationsupport.org,
it
is estimated that about 12 million
immigrants are in the United States.
Three million of these are located in
California. With San Diego being so
close to the border and connected to
so many underground tunnels, it is
no surprise that we may be directly
housing many of these immigrants.
While the pros and cons of illegal
immigration are constantly debated,
a study done by the Federation for

American Immigration Reform found
the cost of illegal immigrants in
California to amount to $10.5 billion
annually. Just like the corrupt cops
who took bribes in Mexico, th^e
are also corrupt U.S. Customs and
Border Protection employees who
are offered bribes from immigrants.
It is important to make sure that these
borders are monitored and that those
monitoring are doing it closely.
Many of the problems that Tijuana
faces directly impact California. It's
often assumed that the issues there
are being solved because there hasn't
been a ton of recent news about the
city, but it should be known that even
after much work to improve Tijuana,
many issues are returning. Some of
these problems are starting to seem
worse than ever. With that in mind,
people should turn a critical eye to
Tijuana and the different dilemmas
the entire country is facing. We may
be in a different country, but that does
not mean we're too far to care.

Openness on social networks leads to serious problems
By Olivia Martinez
iillllllllili;
The power of a tweet or a Facebook comment should no longer be
underestimated. As social networks
have become increasingly central to
our lives, the effects, both positive and
negative, of this instant communication
have come to light.
A case recently arose in which the
National Labor Relations Board ac
cused a company of illegally firing an
employee for criticizing her supervisor
on Facebook. This is the first case where
we see the labor board stepping in to ar
gue that activities done on a social net
work are protected, and punishing em
ployees for such activity is illegal.
Employees have been fired for
posting pictures of themselves on Facebook that the company dislikes. The
question is, does a person's employer
have the right to tell them what they can
and can't post on the Internet?
Although many employers do warn
workers about acceptable and unaccept
able displays on their social networks,
is it really their place to control employ
ees outside of the office? If an employer
has the right to control what happens
on your Facebook, then does that mean
they can control other aspects of your
life as well?
While some suffer from the power
of their words, others are using these
new mediums to make their voices

....
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heard. In response to the recent election,
a new trend sprung up on twitter. A tweet
from @IAmDrTiller started the move
ment, "Time for us to come out. Who's
had an abortion? Show antis we're not
intimidated by their scare tactics. Use:
#ihadanabortion."
Immediately after, the tweets start
ed coming in with people's responses
such as, "Almost half my life ago, #ihadanabortion. I'm not sorry. I've never
been sorry. I will never be sorry. Just
very, very grateful."

TSA invades privacy
By Brent Tuttle
Undoubtedly, many Toreros will
find themselves traveling across the
country next week to celebrate Thanks
giving. Some will have the luxury of
driving several hours, while others will
find themselves bogged down in con
gested airports amongst other travelers
flying elsewhere to reunite with family
and friends for the holidays. While the
airport crowds and ensuing chaos will
be the same this year, security measures
will be a bit different from times past.
All passengers flying out of San
Diego will be mandated to one of two
new security screening measures en
acted by the Department of Homeland
Security. The first and most efficient
procedure is known as Advanced Imag
ing Technology.
During this protocol, passengers
passing through security will have their
body scanned by a TSA operated x-ray
machine to ensure that no illegal or
harmful contents have been concealed
by one's clothing. The images taken are
reviewed by a TSA agent located in an
office separate from the screening area.
Once the imagery confirms that you are
not a drug mule or a terrorist, security
will send you on your way. Those who
feel uncomfortable bearing it all for Big
Brother can opt-out of the x-ray imag
ing process and receive a pat down from
a same-sex TSA agent instead.
Both requirements come in the
wake of last Christmas' failed "Under
wear Bomber" attack, where al-Qaeda
operative Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab
attempted to blow up Northwestern Air
lines Flight 253 over Detroit by smug
gling a homemade device onto the air
craft in his underwear.
Critics of this new step up in secu
rity are rampant, claiming that the gov
ernment is invading citizens' privacy
and abusing an authoritarian power that
has come about in a post Sept. 11 world.
Some frustration is understood
when it comes to the heightened secu
rity measures. It is totally feasible to
think passengers do not want anyone
viewing unguarded images of their bod
ies, especially when that "anyone" is the
TSA. Albeit the TSA isn't the most im
pressive group of individuals most have

:

ever come across, but their track record
speaks for itself. Since 2001 they've
kept the skies safe with minimal inci
dents, and that's what often gets over
looked in this matter.
This new found discomfort can
also be traced back to people's insecuri
ties in regards to the government look
ing at the outline of their genitalia. But
what people should keep in mind is that
Big Brother has nothing to gain know
ing how big your balls are. The screen
ing is for passengers' safety, which ap
pears to be taken for granted now that
we have gone nearly a decade without
an incident.
Ponder this question though. If that
bomb had gone off last Christmas over
Detroit, would Americans still have a
problem with the new airport security
measures? No, they wouldn't. But be
cause our nation is such a blundering
group of entitled consumers with an in
finite need for instant gratification, there
is a resurgence of "pissed off" travelers
hailing that the government has violated
our civil liberties
Despite the fact that no one has
made it clear as to which civil liberties
are being violated, it's a bit late to worry
about government invasion of privacy.
Ever since the Patriot Act was passed
in 2001, government has had pretty
much free reign to invade the lives of
private citizens as they see fit. But re
gardless of government invasion of pri
vacy, plenty of popular private entities
violate citizens' privacy, yet it doesn't
seem to deter them from using the prod
uct. Though companies like Facebook,
Google and TimeWarnerCable have
been criticized for their privacy poli
cies, there are no outcries claiming that
these corporations infringe our privacy.
The travel industry often goes
overlooked for the miraculous services
they provide. Annually, over 658 mil
lion passengers board roughly 10.5
million domestic flights, all of which
make it to their destinations safe and
sound with minimal incident. On this
Thanksgiving day alone, over 1.8 mil
lion people will fly out on one of 30,000
flights in this country. The new security
measures were made to ensure that each
one of these flights, along with their
passengers, make it from A to B safe
and sound.

Responses also came in the form
of support, with people who have never
had an abortion saying they would have
one if they became pregnant.
A person's voice can make a pro
active move just by making this very
intimate conversation public on the In
ternet. Whether or not this movement
will make a difference is unknown, but
the fact that so many stepped up to chal
lenge antiabortion politicians shows
how social networking can be a useful
tool.

Although we can see how social
networks make our lives easier, it is
also amazing to see how much power
they have over us. The term "creeping"
is very often associated with going on
Facebook. Looking at friend's pages and
following their every move can easily be
seen as creepy, but we are now facing
social networks establishing new appli
cations that are only further encouraging
people to stalk others and, as evidenced
by Facebook's new look, the social net
works are only encouraging this.

A new "see friendship" link ap
peared on Facebook recently under any
comment that another person posts on
your wall. This application takes you
to a separate page where you can see
conversations between the two people
as well as any pictures both parties are
tagged in, events that both attended and
mutual friends. The manner in which
networks like Facebook are putting our
lives on display has reached a whole
new level with applications like this be
ing created. Although Facebook stalking
is not seen as a very serious matter, how
do we draw the line between "Facebook
stalking" and actual stalking?
As the intensity of these social
networks grows, we can see how their
influence in our lives does as well.
Whether these sites are providing a fo
rum for people to voice their opinions,
or whether the sites and their informa
tion over-sharing are the root cause of a
lost job, the gravitas of social networks
should not be underestimated.
When people first started using
Facebook, no one would have thought
that one day we would have to struggle
with whether or not making a post would
be seen as okay or not to our supervisors
at work. While I agree that some things
are much too private to be posting on
the Internet, whose place is it to decide
what is okay for someone else to say?
We should be more concerned with the
image we are putting online and less
concerned with everyone else's.

'Tis the season to be buying
Holiday spirit diminished by early sales and ads
By Bernadette Smith
Santa Claus has been very
naughty this year by trying to outshine
other staple American holidays.
According to The New York Times,
2010 has seen some of the earliest
Christmas advertising campaigns on
record. Best Buy launched Christmas
ads on Nov. 11, and Abercrombie &
Fitch sent out Christmas e-mail blasts
at the uncomfortably early date of
Oct. 24. In Santa versus Grim Reaper,
the score is 1-0.
Department stores like Sears and
Kohl's have also introduced early
ad campaigns. Sears started Black
Friday promotions the week of Oct.
25, and Kohl's began running holiday
ads on Nov. 2. Zombies were surely
turning in their graves over that one.
Many retailers fall back on
the excuse that they are promoting
ways for consumers to save money.
Yet the Christmas season is prime
time for retailers to bulk up their
profit margins by inflating prices.
According to Forbes.com, Americans
spend more than $400 billion during
the Christmas season, which averages
to about $700 green per gift-giver.
Forbes.com cites shopper anxiety and
agitation as the main explanation for
why price hiking works. Retailers
prey upon stressed out buyers who are
on the hunt for the perfect gift.
As a testament to the relentless
nature of the holiday market, Best
Buy has been advertising the fact that
their stores will be open on Christmas
itself,
Day. The advertisement
however, betrays just how ridiculous
retail marketing has become. A little
elf named Kenneth excitedly shouts
to his fellow elf-workers, "We won't
just drop the hottest tech toy down
the chimney and prance away."
Kenneth then appeals to the elves'
helpful nature, saying, "We're gonna
use our knowledge to support them
on the phone, [elves cheer], online,
[elves cheer] and on Christmas day
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[silence]." The elves stare blankly at
Kenneth in astonishment. You can
almost hear their thoughts, "Work on
Christmas day? How does that benefit
anyone?"
The answer is, it doesn't. It
violates the whole point of having
holidays. The holidays serve as blocks
of time at strategic intervals that allow
individuals to recuperate, celebrate
and invigorate. If happy little workaddicted elves can't swallow the
Christmas campaign, the rest of us
don't even have a chance.
On the other end of the holiday
spectrum, Coca-Cola has expressed
their plan to eek out as many sales
as possible beyond Christmas. "Our
challenge is to keep Christmas going,"
said Coca-Cola senior vice president
Shay Drohan to The New York Times.
"It goes the whole way through the
first week in January,"
True, the Christmas season has
largely developed into a consumer's
Mecca within secular society, but
does it really have to go beyond the
actual date of celebration? By the
time that Jan. 2 rolls around, the

holiday hangover has already set in
and people are ready to hibernate for
the rest of winter. To be subjected to
another whole week of sleigh bells
and yule tides is just agonizing. Santa
needs his beauty sleep too, CocaCola.
Some retailers have even dared
to draw Santa out of his summer
slumber for "Christmas in July" sales.
In 2009, Sears, Toys R Us, Kmart
and QVC were just a few among big
name companies to feature Christmas
in July specials. For dedicated giftgivers on a dedicated budget, Forbes,
com reported that Christmas in July
and Black Friday are the best times
to save money on purchases. Never
fear, dear shopper, for Best Buy and
Wal-Mart have already begun their
Black Friday deals just to spare you
the discomfort of waking up early
to shop after an entire day of bingeeating.
At this rate, the retail industry will
single-handedly turn the Christmas
season into a perpetual state of being.
No longer will it be "find your zen,"
but rather "find your Christmas."
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A Christmas Caucus
By Kendra Osburn
This past week I had the unique
experience of sitting down with Martha
Stewart, Santa Claus and Jesus Christ
for a once in a lifetime interview.
The Vista: Thank you so much for
joining me here today. I know that
everyone is rather busy this time of
year and some of you - especially
you, Jesus - had to travel great
lengths to get here. So let me start by
offering you a cup of eggnog and by
saying a big thank you from The Vista
and every one of our 3,000 readers.
Santa
Claus:
And
let
me
respond with a nice "Ho Ho Ho!"
V:
Thank
you,
Mr.
Claus.
SC: Oh oh oh! While I have the floor,
will you be sure to add that readers
need to be extra "nice" this year?
Because the economy is suffering,
those who might have slid by as "nice"
last year might be getting a little
stocking surprise this year because,
well, coal is much less expensive
than all of the textiles needed to make
iPads and...
V: Yes Mr. Claus, I will definitely add
that. To begin, I would just like to get a
feel for how all of you are feeling about
Christmas arriving early this year.
SC: Oh oh oh! Well, my dear, this is
just a crap-covered candy cane isn't
it? Half good, half bad. I couldn't be
more excited that the Christmas cheer
is spreading to the early weeks of
November, however I can't help but
feel bad for the Native Americans
or the turkeys! Their holiday is
getting overlooked because mine has
become too big for December and...
Martha Stewart: Before Mr. Claus
gets too jolly over here, allow me
to interject. Those of us who stand
to profit from the expansion of the
Christmas season could not be more
thrilled. Yes, it gets a little hectic
around this time, trying to come
up with one more damn Christmas
cookie that Gourmet magazine hasn't
already patented, but ultimately,
between our impeccable Christmas
place settings and avant-garde articles
titled "How to Recycle and Reuse
your Old Christmas Candle Wax by

Giving Yourself a Bikini Wax," we
are set to make more money than
ever from this Christmas season.
SC:
But
Martha! You
have
completely
missed
the
entire
point of Christmas! Christmas is
about family, and stockings and
reindeer and rewarding those who
have been "naughty" or "nice"...
MS:
And tacky decorations,
unnecessary stocking stuffers and
squelching people out of their
last pennies to create the perfect
Christmas tree. Santa, yes, I get
it. I have been in this business
for longer than I care to share.
SC:
My
dear
Martha!
Christmas is NOT a business.
Christmas
is
about
happiness
and cheer and hot chocolate...
MS: Which can all be bought and
sold for a hefty price. Santa, don't
you see that we work together? You
and me, we're one and the same.
SC:
Oh
my
goodies.
That
is
nothing
but
offensive.
[Editor's
note:
Here,
Santa
proceeded to put on his glasses,
pull out his iPhone and put Martha
Stewart on his "Naughty" list.]
V: Why don't we bring this back to
the encroaching Christmas season?
Jesus, you've been a little quiet
so far. What do you think about
Christmas coming early this year?
Jesus Christ: Can I be candid?
SC: Of course! Please! Go right
ahead!
JC: I'd like to put "Christ" back into
"Christmas."
V: Jesus, what exactly do you mean,
'put the Christ back into Christmas'?
JC: 1 just mean that 1 feel
like we have forgotten
the
true
meaning
of
Christmas.
V:
And
what
is
the
true
meaning of Christmas to you?
JC: Well, to be honest, you have put
me in a little bit of a tough position.
I do not want to appear conceited or
egocentric, but the true meaning of
Christmas is celebrating my birth.
MS: And may I take this moment
to give you a huge thanks because
had you not been born we would not
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have such a wonderful occasion to
buy each other matching napkin ring
holders, giant silver nativity scenes...
SC: Or pop down into people's
houses and surprise them by putting
goodies into their socks! You know
Martha, I have to admit that I still
have a copy of your November
2007 Martha Stewart Living in my
bathroom. I loved the idea of fuzzy
felt socks so much that I have had
Bertrand, my second elf-in-command,
make Mrs. Clause and I matching
pairs every Christmas season since.
MS: Really? That was one of my
own personal contributions! 1 dreamt
it up while under house arrest!
SC: You don't say! You know
Martha, I might have underestimated
you. Would you like to join me
for a sleigh ride to Starbucks? I
have been absolutely craving their
gingerbread latte and pound cake!
MS: You know what, Santa?
I would love to. And maybe
you
have
some
last
minute
suggestions for our December issue.
[Editor's Note: Santa Claus took
a final
swig of eggnog before
licking a drop off his mustache and
offering his arm to Martha Stewart.
She took it, and the two left.]
V: Jesus, is there anything else
you would like to add before I
run and tell Ms. Stewart and Mr.
Claus that the reindeer might
attract a lot of
unnecessary
attention
at
Fashion
Valley?
JC: Thank you.
Although I
have made my own beliefs about
Christmas clear, I would like to briefly
addendum my initial response. While
I believe that it's sad that Christmas
has become just another excuse to
consume, I concurrently believe that
we should extend the holidays that
have a history of bringing people
together. If Santa Claus and Martha
Stewart can bond over Bing Crosby,
what's stopping the rest of us?
V: Thank you so much for your time,
and again, I'm sorry for the abrupt
ending I wish that - KAITLIN!!
STOP THEM!! Oh no!! There goes
Dasher and Dancer and Prancer and
Vixen...

Correspondence should be sent to kosburn@usdvista.com
with the subject line "Letter to the Editor."
Submissions must be limited to 300 words and include verifiable
contact information.
Letter content will not be edited for clarity, style or grammar in
order to preserve its authenticity.

The Vista does not publish anonymous letters, those addressed to
a third party or letters in poor taste.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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Are pundits the new
bureaucrats?
By Benjamin Inouye
Class of 2007 (BA)
Class of 2009 (MA)
When mainlining the 24-hour
"news" cycle from tube to brain, one
is forced to consume absurdities at
quite a comical rate. It evokes the vi
sual of Nathan's Hot Dog contest, an
American pastime, with pundits feign
ing profundity in lieu of the "dog to
mouth" simulacrum of America's oth
er favorite pastime.
If I may, I'd like call into ques
tion the state of televised punditry,
or the tomfoolery that corporate gi
ants would pass as journalism. We as
a nation (because we are all culpable)
swallow this pablum and either re
gurgitate it to our own baby birds on
blind faith, gossip about the sad sacks
regurgitating it, or have some other
tepid response Jon Stewart outlined at
his rally. Either way, we seem forced
to react to it in some fashion, which
begs the question, "Are pundits the
new de facto Mandarins?" Say it ain't
so comrade! Poor sweet de Beauvoir is
rolling in her grave!
When did journalism devolve into
the puerile game of "Telephone"? "Did
you hear what they said? 'Obama is
Kenyan!' Did you hear that O'Donnell
called Coons a Marxist?" Is it true
that the days of the intrepid investi
gative reporter where "verified" facts
are king, and only charlatans settle for
gossip are gone' ?
In spite of ourselves, we binge
on televised dinner theater that stirs
up analogous adolescent memories:
Chris: "Sally said that Michael said
that Jennifer heard you think Jerry is
ugly." Megan: "But that isn't true. I
have a crush on Jerry!" Chris: "Well, I
just thought you should know. Every
one is talking about it." Megan: "But...
but it isn't true!" (It would have been
clear, even in our youth, that Chris
isn't helping the situation.)
Forgive me when I observe that

Glenn Beck and Jon Stewart are two
sides of the same coin. Both are me
dia darlings with highly rated televi
sion shows. Both have amassed deep
viewership - albeit divided - whose
followers regard them as intellectually
sound and rally worthy (while Beck's
jingoism is overt and scary, please
do not miss the prejudicial nature of
Stewart's "Rally to Restore Sanity," as
if outlying political views are inher
ently not sane). Both play on the same
field. The only difference is that one
bats Left, and the other bats Right.
One merely needs to watch their
shows to see that the most salient dif
ference between the two is their deliv
ery. Beck prefers to put himself on a
pedestal, but Stewart knows, those on
the high horse fall first, and generally
the hardest. Stewart's self-deprecating
delivery allows him to function as a
pundit, masquerade as a comic and be
nearly impossible to pin down. How
do you best a man, when taken gravely
serious, who can make you look like
the poor sap who just can't take a joke?
Howard Zinn once lamented rath
er presciently of a world where no one
studied history. The result was a tragic
loss of context and disorientation. Yes,
Beck does attempt to discuss context
and history, but the bastardized, revi
sionist narrative that follows only con
firms Zinn's fears. Those who do not
inform themselves run the risk of hav
ing history rewritten for them. In addi
tion, do not confuse Stewart's comical
pseudo-analysis of the media as the
intellectual "rising above" we so des
perately need. Most of the revelations
on his show are collateral damage.
What are we to do? One thinks of
Bob Dylan's lyrics, "that he not busy
being born is busy dying." We are
obliged to be busy being born and be
coming informed, lest we be victims of
our own apathy and absorbed into the
prevailing monolithic ideology. Good
luck, and as this process unfolds, one
might be delighted to wake up in the
ranks of our nation's new Mandarins.
No luck for me, yet.
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New USD technology betters the lives of students
We are usually pretty critical of issues and events in relation to the USD campus. But this plan my schedule accordingly," said Opinion Editor Sarah Jorgensen.
The Torero Store has gotten in on the action as well, providing a link next to all class listings
week, we as a staff feel it is necessary to commend the university's recent transformation into
during registration, allowing students to preview which textbooks are required for each class.
a technologically advanced institution.
Through USD's recent efforts to move to become a more sustainable university, a nega The Torero Store catches a lot of grief for high textbook prices, but giving students the chance to
tive stigma has begun to surround the notion of technological advancement. The misconcep find their required texts online certainly makes the dreaded process of buying textbooks far less
tion is that new technology means more trouble for ecology and, in turn, less "sustainability." stressful. Students can preorder the textbooks before each new semester to beat the beginning-ofYet, there has been much advancement on behalf of the university that has utilized all that semester rush and to ensure they pick the right editions before they are sold out.
"Being able to pick up all your textbooks at once is a huge convenience because the Torero
modern technology can offer in the most positive of ways. After all, the 21st century has plenty
of technology to offer, and it can more often than not make things much easier for students Store staff saves you the trouble of searching for your books," said Assistant Sports Editor Tyler
Wilson.
while still keeping in line with the university's goal of achieving sus
The technology is also being used even in the most academic
tainability. In fact, at present, just about every facet of the USD cam
This week, we as a staff feel it is
of settings, with Copley Library now taking advantage of all that
pus utilizes some form of new technology.
The first development that deserves commendation comes from necessary to commend the university's there is to offer. A new facet of the iPhone app allows students to
search the library catalog from the palm of their hands, something
Dining Services. The WebFood program allows students to place recent transformation into a techno
especially helpful for those students preparing for an upcoming
their food orders from either the SLP's Heirloom Cusina or La Palotest.
ma online so that they can pick it up at a scheduled time that is most logically advanced institution.
"I'm a big fan of the USD Mobile, specifically the library
convenient for them. Through the service, students can also arrange
widget. It's especially helpful when a professor assigns a book and I need to see if the library
for on-campus pizza delivery between 9 p.m. and 12 a.m. every day of the week.
"Webfood is super convenient because you can order ahead of time and beat the crazy carries it," said Graphic Designer Lori Millslagle.
The evident display of new technology at USD has also infiltrated the realm of residential
crowd that hits Paloma around noon every day," said Managing Editor Allie Safran.
But Dining Services isn't the only area of campus utilizing this technology. While Web life. Laundry Alert, which is a system that allows students to monitor the availability of wash
food makes it easier to grab a bite to eat, the USD iPhone application helps traveling around ers and dryers via the web, gives students the opportunity to allocate their time more efficiently.
campus just as simple. The application and a corresponding feature on MySanDiego now tell Students can use this online service to check when a machine becomes available and when their
students exactly where each tram is and when it will be arriving at the nearest stop. For stu laundry is finished.
Technology has the potential to be very beneficial to USD students. The commitment to sus
dents who are running on a tight schedule, this program can be a time-saver.
"Since I live in the Vistas and regularly hang out in Manchester Village, the trams are re tainability earns the USD campus much of its praise, but equally impressive is its acknowledg
ally helpful if I am running late to class. I can quickly check the trams' positions online and ment of the power of technology and just how effective it can be in making life easier for Toreros.

55

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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"And in the end, the love you take is equal to the love you make."
- The Beatles

ASSOCIATED

USD community, please assist the Department of Public Safety to

UNMITfSfSM SiKO

donate new Teddy Bears to assist Rady Children's Hospital. The new
teddy bears will be delivered by USD Public Safety along with other
Law Enforcement agencies to the hospital on the month of December
of 2010. Please help us represent
!

STUDENTS

HAVE A STUDENT ISSUE?

Find your specific senator by residency or
academic discipline and contact him or her!
vbHsandie90.edu/associatedstudents/senate
to Find YOUR Senator

Drop off locations: DPS/ SLP/ Cross Roads/ Maher Hall.
Info; 619-260-7777
Thank you.
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VISIT US ONLINE FOR INFO ON FOOD, DRINKS AND DESSERTS.
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By Alexandra
Alyssa Jeanne

and

Move over Guy Fieri, you have some competition in town. Seniors Allie Safran and A J Avedon, known by their friends as Allie and AJ, areVakmg ore/ and
we've made it our goal to uncover the best diners, drive-ins and dives in San Diego. When we became friends freshman year, the main thing that created out
lasting bond of friendship was our extreme, passionate and obvious love for food. Since freshman year, we have eaten numerous meals, snacks and late night
bites together. From traveling through Europe to visiting each other during the summers, we have searched through several cities, looking fur the best bang
for our buck without sacrificing quality and taste. Luckily, America s Finest City has never let us down. From fresh seafood that comes from our neighboring
coast to Little Italy and to Old Town, San Diego has a variety of cuisines that we have been sampling these past four years. However, on a-college student s
budget, it is often challenging to find quality restaurants at an affordable price. The next time you're craving a good meal but can t affordVo splurge, < he< A
out these diners, drive-ins and dives for a mouthwatering meal in a new and fun environment.

Located in the heart of Pacific Beach, Cass Street Bar and Grill is
the epitome of a dive. This eatery, which is mostly a bar with big screen TVs
and several pool tables, serves up some of the best, greasy all-American food
for a low price. When you arrive here, you may be confused as to where the
food actually comes from, but to the right of the bar lies a window with smiling
waitresses and cooks, ready to take your order. The menu ranges from burgers
to Philly cheesesteak sandwiches to seafood stew and even cheesy home style
fries. The cheesesteak sandwich was served on a toasted baguette, with thick
slices of steak and lots of cheese. Although not the traditional Philly cheese steak,
it was a savory, large portion for only $7.75. At first glance, the famous oriental
salad may look a little weak, appearing to consist of only iceberg lettuce and very
few vegetables. But with the choice of adding either chicken or the fresh fish of
the day on top, as well as their delicious dressing that is made fresh daily, this salad
quickly goes from looking peaked to becoming an explosion of flavor and taste.
Although a little greasy, the pan-fried potatoes are amazing and covered in cheese,
cheddar or jack depending on the day. Happy hour specials are also available Monday
through Friday from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. and offer daily draft beer specials for $2.50 and
$2.75. Get there early, however, because the place fills up quickly and there is often
a shortage of seating. With good homecooked meals, a friendly staff and a congenial
crowd, this dive is the perfect place to dine at after a day at the beach or even for a late
night Snack.

Popular for their hours of operation (open 24 hours iiday, seven days
a week), Studio Diner is worth the late night trek east, about 35 minutes from
campus. This diner, a chrome building decorated with moviemaking equipment,
has been serving up some of San Diego's best comfort food for six years now.
With a huge array of menu options, Studio Diner is sure to,;have something
for everyone, no matter what time of the day. Their Monte-Gristo sandwich,
arguably one of the best there ever was, is definitely a favorite amongst customers,
including TV host Guy Fieri. This sandwich, stuffed full with turkey, ham, Swiss
and cheddar cheese, battered and fried and served with raspfcferry preserves,
comes with your choice of French fries or homemade coleslaw for $ 11.25, and is
one of the most ordered menu items. The flaky chicken potpie isla 10-ounce bowl
of diced chicken breast, peas, carrots and gravy, served with mashed potatoes and
sauteed vegetables and is undeniably a crowd pleaser. Despite thsjunny name, the
boob sandwich is hardly your typical chicken sandwich. The sandwich combines a
grilled chicken breast with fresh avocado, lettuce, tomato, crispyjfhcon and loads
of melted cheese on a grilled sourdough roll. If you're in the mood for something
a little lighter, you might opt for the clam chowder soup or one-of the nine salad
options. On the several occasions Allie and AJ have frequented this diner at 2 a.m.
after a long night at Copley, the potato skins, piled with cheese; geen onions and
bacon and served with a side of sour cream or ranch will always hitwie spot. For the
perfect ending to your delicious homecooked meal, the milkshakes<iroot beer floats
and peach cobbler are sure to satisfy any sweet tooth.

10515 Mission Gorge Rd., Santee.
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4701 Ruffin Road.
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Lucha Libre
is a combination of
food, culture, art and wrestling
twisted into a deep-rooted tradition found
in Mexico. This wild and over the top taco shop
borrows from the rich Lucha Libre tradition in its decor and
homemade delicacies. "Man Vs. Food' host Adam Richman stopped into.
Lucha Libre on his tour through San Diego county. He raved about the
Surfin' California burrito for its unique twist on a classic. This burrito is
stuffed to the brim with carne asada steak, juicy grilled shrimp, homemade
fries, avocado, fresh pico de gallo made in-house and the shop's super
secret chipotle sauce. This burrito could feed an army, but strangely
enough disappears quickly after taking the first bite. The veggie tacos
and the Veg Out burrito appeal to the vegetarian crowd with their crisp,
fresh vegetables and generous portions of guacamole. If you're feeling
adventurous, try a TJ hotdog. These dogs are wrapped in bacon, and
topped with mustard, mayo, ketchup, grilled onions and bell peppers.
(Don't forget to take your Lipitor with that one.) All orders come
with a complimentary side of tortilla chips and an all access pass to
a fully loaded salsa bar. With so many options to choose from you
will find yourself refilling your plastic cups repeatedly. The Lucha
Libre family guards their salsa secrets with their lives and will
never divulge the secrets behind any of their one of a kind
sauces. If you're looking for a meal to kick the hunger
right out of you, try Mission Hill's Lucha Libre.
Hunger won't stand a chance.
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2907 Mission Blvd.
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4612 Cass St.

Let's take a stroll down memory lane, shall we?
Last Thursday around 1 a.m., groups of USD students
were making the arduous trek home after a long night
at Sandbar and Coaster, crowding the sidewalks in
their weekly pilgrimage to a Mecca called Sara's Taco
Shop, a family-owned enterprise that has remained in
the hearts of many USD students and Mission Beach
residents alike. Tucked away on Mission Blvd. next to
the Beachcomber bar, Sara's offers some of the best and
most authentic Mexican grub in Sail Diego. Easy to miss,
the walk up window is your portal to cheesy, "gauc" filled
goodness. A trip to Sara's can persuade any true Mexican
foodie that a bench is a much more convenient way to
indulge than any chair and table combo. Sara's offers a
wide array of choices that often lead to patrons staring
up at the white board menu in awe as they struggle to
make possibly the most difficult decision of the evening.
Carne asada fries, bean and cheese burrito, California
style burrito, rolled tacos and a quesadilla stuffed with
cheese and guacamole are all crowd pleasers at this holein-the-wall. When asked if you would like hot sauce with
your order, be cautious - Sara's hot sauce has extremely
addictive qualities.

Although Allie and AJ are opposed to chain restaurants, Sonic is a notable
drive-in and new to the San Diego area, mostly because of their large drink and
shake menu. Sonic offers typical fast food, such as burgers, fries, tater tots and
onion rings, from a convenient drive-up window, similar to the carhops from
the '50s. Although fried chicken, burgers and tater tots may be the most popular
menu items, new, limited time menu items often steal the show. The foot-long
quarter-pound Coney includes a quarter-pound hot dog stacked with chili, crunchy
Fritos, shredded cheddar cheese, diced onions, jalapenos and spicy Southwestern
chipotle sauce, all inside a soft bun and served with a side of tots. The drink menu,
possibly the best feature of this cheap and fun drive-in, has anything from vanilla
and cherry Coke to cherry limeades to Sonic's famous "ocean water," as well as
a variety of shakes and sundaes. The cherry limeade mixes real, fresh-squeezed
lime with a touch of sweet cherry and is served over a plethora of Sonic's famous
ice pellets. The ocean water, which is far from what the name suggests, is bright
blue in color and combines Sprite with a hint of coconut flavoring. Sonic Blasts
are similar to a McFlurry, but better of course, with the option of Oreos, M&Ms,
Reese's, Butterfinger or Snickers to be blended with soft-serve vanilla ice cream
and topped with decadent whipping cream. Customers can choose from numerous
milkshake options, including the traditional vanilla, chocolate and strawberry
along with many other choices, including pineapple, banana and caramel. The
best part of Sonic is their cheap prices, which are even cheaper during their daily
happy hour (2 p.m. to 4 p.m.), where one can order 168,894 possible drink and
slushy concoctions for half of the price.

Photo by feelsgood/Flickr CC

Photo by taniack/Flickr CC

1810 West Washington Street.

Allie and AJ have had the pleasure of uncovering a hidden gem.
Mitch's Seafood restaurant is hidden from tourists in a nook right on the bay
in Point Loma. Greeted with an incredible view, Mitch's steals the hearts of
surly old sailors and foodies alike. The wood-paneled walls art filled with
photos of big catches, which adds to the homey feel. The chalkboard menu
hangs over the cashier, displaying the fresh fish of the day, which has included
Mahi and Yellowfin, as well as the staples that make Mitch's such a fantastic
dive. Mitch's fish tacos are loaded with grilled or fried fish, lettuce, tomato
and a delicious, creamy white sauce. The clam chowder is quite possibly the
freshest, meatiest and succulent chowder we have ever tasted. Bubbling with
cream and loaded with perfectly cooked potatoes and steaming with fresh
clams, this chowder is the perfect dinner for any day, rain or shine. The mixed
seafood platter is enough for two to share, piled high with fried fish; crab cakes,
calamari, shrimp and French fries. Another knock out option are the crab cake
sliders. Served on a toasted sesame bun and topped with a chipotle mayo, this
crab cake will not disappoint as many others do by using too much breadcrumb
mixture. Mitch's gets it right with a ratio of crab meat to breadcrumb that will
surely blow your mind. All of the entrees
are fairly large and prove that seafood can
be delicious without spending your entire
monthly allowance. If you're looking for
some fresh seafood, Mitch's will deliver
quality fresh food for a meal you won t
forget.

JL

Discovered by Guy Fieri himself but, unfortunately, not
Allie and AJ, Hob Nob Hill is a diner without even trying to
be a diner, and has been a favorite in San Diego since the AOs.
Created originally as a 14-stool lunch counter called Juniper
Cafe. Hob Nob Hill has since changed locations and developed
into a full-blown restaurant. Famous for creating the finest in
American cooking. Hob Nob Hill bakes fresh muffins and cakes
and cures their own corned beef in-house at their location on
First Avenue. Each recipe has been perfected over the years so
that the customer has the ultimate dining experience. The service
at Hob Nob Hill is nothing less than the best. The waitresses and
staff are accommodating and friendly and have kept customers
coming back for more than 50 years. Menu items, such as the
variety of omelets, pancakes, steaks, chicken fried steaks and
chicken and dumplings are the favorites at this historic diner.
Daily specials to indulge in include roast leg of lamb served
with sage and mint jelly, braised beef short ribs and pot roast
served with buttered noodles. This restaurant is not only a place
to come to as a reminder of Mom's home-cooked meals, but also
a place to catch up with old friends and neighbors in a quaint and
comfortable environment.

1403 Scott St.

2271 First Ave.
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Black Mountain will play Belly UpTavern onTuesday, Nov. 23.

The darkness upon the mountaintop
By Ryan Coghill
It would have been nice to see Led
Zeppelin, Black Sabbath or Jimi Hendrix back in the day. Yes, back in the
day. If you are over 50 and reading this
and didn't see at least one of these three
perform, one can only ask, "What the
hell were you doing?" The answer to
this is obviously not acid.
Us young-folk of present day are
in luck, as a band by the name of Black
Mountain seems to have picked up on
the influences of legends and put their
own mark on psychedelic rock. Howev
er, they have added an extra darkness to
the mix. The sound can be a bit droning
at times but is always balanced out very
appropriately by a riveting blues line.
In other words, keeps one from falling
into a dark place of oblivion. It seems
to keep the listener just on the edge of
unconsciousness without totally letting
go of reality.
The band is led by Stephen McBean, who also fronts Pink Mountain-

tops. Both bands have a very similar
psychedelic sound, however, Pink
Mountaintops is a little more obscure
whereas Black Mountain has a struc
tured and well thought out build.
Amber Webber also sings many of
the songs. She has an edgy voice that at
times sounds shaky, but remains beau
tifully controlled. This adds an intense
and adrenalized charge to the delivery,
which is at times very aggressive and
even demonic. Other members include
bassist Matt Camirand, keyboardist
Jeremy Schmidt and drummer Joshua
Wells.
Black Mountain hails from Van
couver, Canada, a city known for pump
ing out great musical acts. They began
forming in 2003 and by 2005 were ready
to release their first self-titled album,
"Black Mountain." The album was a
stake in the ground for their psychedelic
rock. Black Mountain had taken their in
fluences and built a much heavier sound
than their predecessors', Sabbath and
Zeppelin. The success of the album led

Oh the wonder
years
lows multiple characters on a typical
Austin, Texas, day. This film, as well
as other Linklater films like "Before
Sunrise," captured the essence of Gen
eration X.
Pulp Fiction (1994)
Quentin Tarantino wrote and directed a
new type of cinema in the '90s full of
dense and unusual dialogue, as well as
brutal violence.

By Mitch Martineau
This past weekend 1 had the op
portunity to be forced to watch "Romy
and Michele's High School Reunion"
with my girlfriend, Rachel, and her
friend, Alex. For those of you not fa
miliar with "Romy and Michele's High
School Reunion," it's a '90s classic
about two high school friends who
fabricate successful careers to impress
their fellow classmates at their 10 year
high school reunion. While the movie
may not have been my first choice, it
did serve as a time machine to the glory
days of the 1990s.
Remember when the United States'
biggest worry was whether our presi
dent's relations with Monica Lewinsky
were being blown out of proportion?
From the span of 1991 to 2001, the
economy was expanding exponen
tially. A monkey could make money
in the stock market because even if a
company lost money, the CFO would
just report massive profits. What a winwin system. Even companies that made
a profit reported that they made an even
greater profit. There was no losing.
There was no talk of foreclosures
in the 1990s. In fact people who could
not afford a house would simply have a
bank buy a house for them. The Unit
ed States was the ultimate hegemony,
crushing all competition in its path.
If anyone else like me is feeling
nostalgic for these golden years, here
are some of my favorite albums and
movies that bring me back to the time
when the United States actually had a
budget surplus and a rigid plan to pay
off foreign debts by 2014.

Movies:
Slacker (1991)
This early Richard Linklater film fol

Anything Adam Sandler
Launching his career in the wake of
his Saturday Night Live fame, Sandler
graced the world with "Billy Madison,"
the rich slacker that every grade school
kid aspired to be. It did, however, in
still me with a life long fear of swans.
Clerks (1994)
Clerks introduced the world to Jay and
Silent Bob, two rockstars of the '90s.
With their baggy clothes, plaid, trenchcoats and baseball hats, Jay and Silent
Bob epitomized '90s stoner wear.

Music:
Pavement
"Brighten the Corners" (1997)
Songs "Shady Lane" and "Gold Soundz" capture the laidback indie sounds
of '90s Southern California

Guided By Voices
"Bee Thousand" (1994)
Low-fi was a '90s phenomenon with
many artists choosing an 8-track over a
studio to record their albums.

My Bloody Valentine
"Loveless" (1991)
What would the early '90s be with
out shoegaze? Kevin Shields created
such a masterpiece that he still hasn't
released a new album knowing that it
would be difficult to top "Loveless."

A Tribe Called Quest
"Midnight Marauders" (1993)
"Midnight Marauders" was released
when Michael Jordan and the Chicago
Bulls were superstars, and the Dream
Team just trampled the hopes and
dreams of foreign basketball teams.
America was the undisputed world
champion of everything.
So when our generaton graduates
and enters the dry well of a job mar
ket, remember the days when there
were Billy Madisons roaming free with
plenty of money and nothing to do but
go back to grade school.

to Black Mountain being signed to Jagjaguwar's label.
In 2008, Black Mountain released
their sophomore album "In The Future."
One of the most hammering songs is a
track by the name of "Tyrants." The first
minute of the song is a high-paced charg
ing jam that sounds like an introduction
to a battle scene. It suddenly stops and
continues with only a slow drum and a
pluck of a droning guitar string every
second or so. The first lyric of the song
is a fearless declaration of war with the
words, "Tyrant, you'll be damned by
your power and the blood you've spilt/
You will die by the sword." The song
slowly builds, describing the fact that
this tyrant will suffer, with the lyrics
"Bastard, you won't be forgiven" and
"Tyrant, you're the plague of existence."
The velocity of the song explodes like
the first shot fired. The war begins and
this nasty dictator will meet his well-de
served death "as soldiers emptied their
rounds into your sides." This song runs
for eight minutes and five seconds. It is

the second-longest song on the album
but never runs a second too long.
Not all of the songs are hard-hitting
battle cries, though. There are many
songs that have Appalachian-folk as
pects. Regardless, many are still covered
in blood. Blood is literally "sprawled
across the wall" in "Queens Will Play," a
song that sounds like what would come
about if a princess and the devil teamed
up in the Immaculata to record some
music. Thankfully this is not the case.
Even more thankfully, Black
Mountain released their third album
back in September and are currently on
tour in support of it. The album, titled
"Wilderness Heart," is obviously much
more folk-oriented from the beginning,
with the wandering edginess abandoned.
The overall structure is a cleaner feel,
even leaning towards a southern rock
resonance, even though the album was
recorded in sunny Los Angeles. The
opening track, "The Hair Song," begins
in a light mood with poppy acoustic
guitar strumming. However, the next

track, "Old Fangs" begins with a deep,
constant guitar riff over a gloomy, high
pitched keyboard line.
Aside from their sound being
tweaked and shaved just enough to still
keep their rawness, the standout aspect
of this album is Webber's ability to use
her vocals as one of the most powerful
instruments in the band. Without her
harmonization, McBean's vocals would
be incomplete on the softer tracks of the
album.
While their content is oftentimes a
little dark, their goal seems to be over
coming the evils in the world, as one
needs to recognize the evil and discuss it
before any progress can be made. Black
Mountain will be playing a show here in
San Diego next week right before your
departure for Thanksgiving break on
Tuesday, Nov. 23, at the Belly Up Tav
ern. Tickets are only $15 and a band by
the name of Black Angels will be open
ing. These names might sound intimi
dating, but really it's just about quality,
experimental rock n' roll with a vision.

Andre Nickatina returns to San Di 'ayo'
By Natalie Kunstadter
California rapper Andre Nickatina is returning to San Diego tonight
to promote his new album "Khan! The
Me Generation." Fans in the area are
enthusiastic about this appearance and
hopeful that this year, at the venue On
Broadway, Nickatina will make it a
point to get on the stage within at least
an hour of his scheduled set time.
Andre Nickatina, born Andre Ad
ams, starting rapping in San Francisco
in the early '90s alongside fellow Bay
Area legend, Mac Dre. Adams' first al
bums were "The New Jim Jones" and
"I Hate You With a Passion," released
under his then-stage name Dre Dog.
The latter reached #79 on the Billboard
Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums chart and
#7 on their Top Heatseekers Albums
list, which highlights exciting break
through ("Breaking and Entering") art
ists.
In 1998, Adams changed his stage
name to Andre Nickatina, a change he
ambiguously explained was "for the
better." Albums "Raven in My Eyes"
and the first volume of "Cocaine Raps"
were the first two releases under the
new moniker. In these albums, Nickati
na began emphasizing now-ubiquitous
keyboards and sequencers rather than
live instrumentation. The same year, he
founded his own record label, Fillmoe
Coleman, to which he regularly shouts
out on his entertaining and colorfully
worded Twitter account (twitter.com/
andrenickatina).
Nickatina's next three albums
earned him a solid place in the West
Coast underground rap scene. The
trilogy consisted of 1999's "Tears of
a Clown" 2000's "These R the Tales"
and "Daiquiri Factory Cocaine Raps."
The following few years are widely re
garded as the rapper's golden period.
In 2003 he released a highly ambitious
CD/movie project entitled "Conversa
tion with the Devil." The project re
ceived some critical reviews, but "The
Gift" in 2005 and a few volumes of
"Cocaine Raps" once again spread the
rapper's funny, grimy, stylish lyrics
and his low-fi hyphy beats to a wider
audience.
Nickatina has been an extremely
prolific rapper since 1993, making al
bums and touring all over this side of
the country. Although he is referred to
by some as a "rap legend," the artist
is still relatively unknown outside of
California. The one notable exception

Andre Nickatina plays On Broadway tonight, Nov. 18.

to this is the song "Ayo," more com
monly known as "Ayo for Yayo." That
song, though, gives the world outside
of the West Coast a decent preview of
Nickatina's work. In "Ayo," Nickatina
rhymes about the drug game, the pimp
game and the seedy underbelly of life
in the Bay, and features his juxtaposi
tion of hard lyrics with smooth rhymes,
all of which come together in a nice
tightly wrapped package of hyphy.
Tonight's concert kicks off a West
Coast tour, over the course of which
Nickatina will make his way up to San
ta Cruz for a post-Thanksgiving show
before heading down to Hawaii in the
beginning of December. He will then
return to California in mid-December

for a show in Los Angeles. The tour
culminates with King Nicky's New
Year's show at the Roseland Theatre
in Portland, Ore., which also features
rappers and collaborators, such as Paul
Wall, Smoov-E and Cool Nutz.
Last time Nickatina was in San
Diego, he showed up at the venue (4th
and B) with a tardiness of Kanye-Westat-Bonnaroo proportions, to the under
standable disapproval of much of the
crowd. However, local supporters seem
ready to forgive and forget. Tickets for
the show, as well as a party bus or two,
have been selling quite quickly. Snatch
up a ticket today if you can because
this show is sure to be a fun divergence
from your usual Sandbar Thursday.
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Painful memories are fortunately entertaining for others
By Ryan Coghill

It is not surprising that The Loft
wasn't overflowing with people for
Tim Kasher's show. The frontman for
Cursive and The Good Life is one of
the more underrated artists, however,
the lack of crowd only made it that
much more intimate for the folks that
attended Kasher's show on Saturday,
Nov. 13, at UCSD.
Kasher has been touring in sup
port of his debut solo album, "The
Game of Monogamy." The title de
scribes just what the entire album
is, which is the difficulty and pain a
romantic relationship can bring. The
mood was light compared to the pain
that has been incorporated into Kash
er's lyrics.
During "The Prodigal Husband,"
Kasher tells the story, (quite pos
sibly alluding to a tale of his own)
of a husband and wife experiencing
marriage-ending problems. The hus
band is aware he has burned his wife
one too many times with the lyric,
"Have I damaged you so bad that 1
can never come back?/'Cause I'm
here right now back in the house." It
is the all too familiar story of the bad
boy husband who takes his wife for
granted and realizes his mistake much
too late. The wife then speaks saying,
"It's not our bedroom/you cried you
gave that up/ When you choose those
other beds to lie in/And lie you did
how'd you weasel you're way back in
to me. No, you can't come back I hate
myself when you're around." Here is
the all too familiar story of the wife
that can't say no, but finally has had
enough and puts her foot down.
It sounds like a typical depressing
American love story that ends tragi
cally with both losing something they
loved, or at least believed they loved.
But for Kasher it was evident this was

Tim Kasher playedThe Loft on Saturday, Nov. 13. Kasher was evidently emotional during many of the songs performed that night.

much more. Many of his songs seem
all too real.
Toward the end of his song,
"Strays" a tear seemed to be roll
ing down his cheek and once he was
finished he casually wiped it off as if
this sort of thing happens all the time.
Now, this easily could have been mis
taken for sweat, but given the content
of the song it only seems appropriate

for tears to be shed. It can only be as
sumed that the songs on this album
come directly from a bitter relation
ship problems. The content comes
straight from firsthand
experience.
It's a bold statement to say "I can't
feel anything at all," when referring
to an old relationship "and I thought
love was supposed to spill from our
hearts."

Much of the time one could not
help but stare at Kasher and think
about what it must feel like to write
songs with such revealing emotional
stories with reference to his own per
sonal character. To then go out there
and relive these moments night af
ter night, is even more interesting. It
seems like it would take a toll on his
well-being. However, Kasher has now

put out 10 albums and still appears to
be healthy. He isn't ashamed to go out
there and tell the world about the way
his marriage failed. The liveliness that
Kasher plays with doesn't allow for a
feeling of pity makes for a very com
fortable and relaxing live experience.
The tour will run through Dec. 17
and many of the shows will be played
alongside Minus The Bear.

The inaugural USD jazz band gives students the chance to jam
By Bernadette Smith
Campus is swingin' with USD's
first ever jazz band. The student-based
jazz band will make its first concert
debut on Dec. 8 in the Shiley Theater.
Ella Steinberg, director of the
band, held tryouts at the beginning of
September for students to join, invit
ing a wide range of the student com
munity. While most of the students
are from USD, there are several others
that attend UCSD and Palomar Com
munity College.
"Dr. Steinberg invited me to
come join USD's jazz band," SDSU
freshman Chris Mallec said. "I'm a
jazz major, and I was excited to join
because they've never had a jazz band
at USD."
The
band
rehearses
every
Wednesday evening from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. in Shiley Theater, and partici
pants receive one credit of fine arts.
Steinberg's husband, Steve Stein
berg, also helps the band by playing
the saxophone. "Steve is the best sax
player," Mallec said.
There are a variety of different

a lot of differ
instruments
ent types of
and styles of
jazz, like funk,
music that the
Latin and the
band has in
more classical
corporated into
swing," fresh
their
reper
man Nicholas
toire. During
Whelan said. "I
rehearsal time,
play the drums,
sounds
can
specifically the
be heard from
African drums,
trumpets, trom
so 1 like the
saxo
bones,
Latin songs a
phones, drums,
lot. My favorite
an electric gui
is 'Nutville,' by
tar, a piano, a
Horace Silver."
bass and a vi
An inter
braphone.
esting highlight
"Usually
for the percus
during
prac
sion section is
tices we start
an instrument
with the easier
called the vi
songs and then
braphone,
work up to the
or vibes. Al
harder ones,"
Urszula Milewicz/TheVista
though
the
senior
CowInstructor Steve Steinberg plays alongside s t u d e n t s in USD's first ever jazz band.
band is still in
as
Jehangir
said. "We play the songs all the way "Runferyerlife," by Bob Mintzer. The the process of ordering a proper vibra
through once, then break up by instru song features a swing jazz melody and phone setup, freshman Leila Elshamy
has maintained her vibraphone skills
has an upbeat arrangement.
ment groups."
One of the pieces the band is
"Everyone in the band is pretty by practicing on a xylophone.
"The vibes has a very different
working on is a jazz ensemble called experienced, so we are able to play

sound" from a xylophone," Elshamy
said. "The vibes has a motor under the
bars that creates a much nicer sound.
Also, the bars are made of metal so
they resonate more. The xylophone
has a tone that's more like circus mu
sic."
For all of the rehearsing they've
been doing so far, the band is eager
to have their first concert. "We want
as many people to come as possible,"
freshman Robbie Hill said. "This is
the first jazz band at USD ever, and I
think it's the start of something great.
It's going to be the building blocks for
other music groups, like maybe even
a marching band."
A sense of excitement and cama
raderie is evident from the enthusiasm
with which the band members prac
tice. "I enjoy the band because it's a
great way to unwind every week,"
Jehangir said. "This is my only op
portunity to play [the drums] because
there's no other outlet on campus."
The band is working on master
ing a total of eight pieces to perform,
and has a list of five other songs they
are rehearsing. The concert on Dec.
8 will feature these eight pieces, and
will be open for all to attend.

Binge on Christmas at the Black Box Theater with a parody of a classic
Bob Cratchit works for Scrooge, only to come home to another Scrooge...his wife
By Olivia Martinez
Scrooge is back, only this time he
joins the Ghost of Christmas on a jour
ney through time,but there's a catch. It's
not his life they travel through but Bob
Cratchit's wife, Mrs. Cratchit. "Mrs.
Bob Cratchit's Wild Christmas Binge,"
a parody of the original "Christmas
Carol," will be opening tonight, Thurs
day, Nov. 18, at the Black Box Theater
in Camino 131 at 7:30 p.m.
This rendition of the classic takes
us on an experience of what life would
be like if Dickens' Mrs. Cratchit had
been an angry, stressed out alcoholic
modern day woman who hated 1840s
London life. Mrs. Bob Cratchit is re
vived as a suicidal, careless character
who hates her family and may be worse
than old Ebenezer Scrooge.
After weeks of preparation, the
cast finds there are some things they
love more than others, but the combi
nation of the two are what make this
show memorable. With a cast consist
ing of both veterans to the USD lime
light and fresh new faces, junior Jeff
George tells us to expect great things
from this group. Sophomore Adam Bal
lard believes that as long as you enjoy
Christmas, laughter, comedy and you
aren't a scrooge, you can't help but en
joy this production.
The story begins true to "A Christ
mas Carol," with the ghost attempting
to take Scrooge on his journey, but
everything keeps going "kaplooey,"

as the ghost's magic continually fails.
On their journey to the past, the ghost
attempts to take Scrooge to the Fezziwig Christmas party, but ends up at the
Cratchit's house in present time, where
they meet all 21 Cratchit children who
live in a root cellar. As the ghost con
tinually tries to get back on track with
their journey, we are instead taken on
a trip through Mrs. Cratchit's not so
happy life.
All bases are covered in this play,
from drag to drunkenness, and magic
to dance breaks. In order to allow the
cast's artistic freedom to take over for
this production, director Carrie Klewin

had students experiment with improvi
sation in the beginning stages and use
what they found as a foundation to de
velop characters and overall group co
hesion.
"This show in specific has been
great in the freedom that we have been
given as actors to explore and make
strong character choices," Ballard said.
"That, plus the fact that every character
you encounter is entertaining, makes
for fun and often unpredictable rehears
als."
The adaptation stays true to Dick
ens' story with an angry old Scrooge
who makes his worker. Bob Cratchit's,

life miserable due to his cheapness.
Writer Christopher Durang is able
to transform Dickens' characters to
heighten their qualities with a shade
of dark comedic tone. We see some of
Cratchit's children making reference to
other works by Dickens, like Little Nell
from "The Old Curiosity Shop." Du
rang also spices things up with many
pop-culture references, taking the ghost
and Scrooge to the lives of Oliver Twist
and Leona Helmsley and making stops
in "It's a Wonderful Life," "The En
ron Scandal," "The Gift of Magi" and
"Touched by an Angel.".
Although the classic Scrooge isn't

very big on fun himself, the show al
lows you to have a little more fun than
the original "Christmas Carol." Ballard
suggests that audiences come expecting
anything and everything, describing the
show as "the Harry Potter that you've
always wanted to see, minus the wiz
ards and witches. It's the overall story
replaced with a rendition of a 'Christ
mas Carol.'"
The show is just in time to greet
the holiday season. One of USD's
longest running productions, "Binge"
opens today, and will play up to the
Thanksgiving holiday, returning to the
stage Dec. 1.
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Tickets cm sale two weeks prior to openingjat the Hahn University Center Box Office {6191 260-2727.
Tickets also available one hour before curtain at the theatre box office.
Sonia Malani/The Vista
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Republic of Letters performed on campus at Plaza Mayor on Nov. 9 to a crowd of lunchtime eaters and music appreciators.

Torero Program Board provides more afternoon entertainment
By Beau Seguin
Warmly welcomed by the sun
shine on the SLP patio, Republic of
Letters preformed a 40-minute set for
more than one-hundred attentive USD
listeners. Associated Students orga
nized this concert for the many enter
tained concert goers.
At 12:15 p.m. Chris Venti, Adrian
Thorstenson, Martian Niwinski and
Nick Venti, the four members of Re
public of Letters, began their rock

jam. Students ate their lunch while the
blasting speaker system pounded the
songs into their ears. The music was
hard to ignore and students pleasantly
turned their ears toward the show.
Venti, the lead vocalist and gui
tarist, shared some information about
the band and the direction in which
the group is headed. All four members
hail frqm the San Diego area and have
been creating music together for close
to four years. Their first EP is now out
on iTunes and they are about to em
bark on a college tour.

Unsurprisingly, their influences
come from bands many here at USD
can cite as inspiration. "We all have
different backgrounds and I believe
they all tie into our music nicely and
add good elements" Venti said. "The
Smashing
Pumpkins,
Radiohead,
Bruce Springsteen and the epithetic
unique sound of U2 are all role mod
els of ours. It is a unique genre mix
that has a significant influence on our
tunes."
Jared Barris of the Torero Program
Board was put in charge of organizing

the show. The board plans on having
at least four bands play outside of the
SLP during lunch hours next semester,
according to Barris.
The Torero board looks for diver
sity in the music they choose for the
students of USD. "We [the board] al
ready have done the more pop style
bands and we were aiming towards a
more alternative sound," Barris said.
Republic of Letters is made up of
a classy looking crew that have the ap
pearance of veteran rock stars. Their
alternative mix of hard and soft rock

is a genuine sound with a lot of poten
tial. The voice of the lead singer bears
a strong resemblance to Nathan Willett
of Cold War Kids, a band that played
the grand opening of the SLP over one
year ago. Regardless, the Republic of
Letters' sound is unique at its core and
has the potential to find its niche in the
music industry.
Venti encouraged all to send them
(Republic of Letters) an e-mail and
they will send you a few of their songs
for free. Their band e-mail address is
band@rebublicofletters .com.

Reinventing music 18
20
19
UNWRITTEN LAW
ANDRE NICKATINA
THE THERMALS
journalism

By Kaitlin Perry
I've been told that the newspaper
and music industry are dying. This
subsequently implies that music jour
nalism has been infected with the same
deathly disease as its parents, and will
most likely die soon after they do. If
these claims are true, my dream of be
coming a paid music journalist has no
chance of coming true.
But why is this happening? Why
are people gravitating toward the in
tangible? Is it because we are greedy,
superficial and/or selfish? I would say
yes, and I would also say that our ac
tions are severely injuring our future
stability. But we are not the only ones
to blame. After all, the newspaper and
music industries provide their products
online for free.
However, it seems that not many
people understand the serious conse
quences that giving in to free internet
temptations has. Don't we realize that
this is costing us job opportunities in
the future? Don't the businesses that
offer their services for free over the
Internet (newspapers and music down
loading sites in particular) realize that
they are causing their own demise?
If they don't, 1 do, and many others
are starting to understand this as well.
I read an article recently that brought
up an interesting point of irony. The
author wrote that his students are al
ways asking him how they can become
rock critics. The interesting thing about
these students, however, was that they
read articles about music online for
free and they illegally downloaded the
music they loved. Why should these
students expect to get paid for some
thing they don't pay for? If they take
advantage of and abuse all of the pos
sibilities the Internet presents, why do

they expect to not have their work tak
en advantage of and abused in return?
Those idiots.
But I'm an idiot as well. My rea
soning is probably the same as the rea
soning of many other people my age. I
can't afford to buy albums or subscribe
to magazines. I use the Internet to gath
er useful but mostly irrelevant knowl
edge about things that interest me be
cause it's free and has a wider variety
of articles to choose from.
However there's something about
the tangibility of paper that adds to the
amount of knowledge that I consume
and retain. When 1 hold a publication,
it's real, and its opinions are more valid
because someone decided that these
words were good enough to print in
ink.
When it comes to music, I do feel
bad for the bands that are supposedly
suffering because of mp3s and their
downloadability, but no matter what
form I buy it in, it ends up on my com
puter and then onto my iPod. The only
way to make me invest in a hard copy
of the album is to include something
cool with it.
I have come to the conclusion that
our last hope is to recreate these dwin
dling industries. The Internet is not go
ing anywhere. It has already become
the most important tool we as students
have, and it is obviously making our
daily lives easier. We need to take ad
vantage of its possibilities by recreat
ing the way people get their music and
the way people get their news.
I think that the tangibles (CDs and
print publications) should not be put
on the Internet at all. If people respect
the publication enough, they'll buy it.
When the only type of articles avail
able online are shitty ones, people will
opt for the better, more informative
ones. It may make our lives difficult at
first (transitions are always hard), but it
will save our futures and the futures of
generations to come.
Unfortunately that tactic will most
likely not work, but I trust that there
are countless people in my generation
that are capable of reinventing the way
music and words are presented to the
public, and I'm excited to be a part of
that effort, but more excited to see what
it looks like.

CLINIC

ON BROADWAY

THE CASBAH

HOUSE OF BLUES

THE CASBAH
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@ 8 : 3 0 p.m.
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@ 8 : 3 0 p.m.

Kelsey Perry/The Vista
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BLACK MOUNTAIN

ROLLING THE STONES
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"I am a kind of paranoid in reverse. I suspect people of plotting to make
me happy."
- J.D. SALINGER
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ThiUj Scmtif Salon & M
5287 Linda Vista Road. San Diego, CA 92110
located next to Domino pirn, down the hill from USD
We accept till major credit cards & debit

S0$ OFF 011 Selected Products
With more than 36 credential and master's degree
opportunities, we're confident we have a program
for you.
APU offers:

$39.99 & ap

• Convenient classes at 8 Southern California locations
and online.

HAIR COLOR or HIGHLIGHT
B0DVMASSA6E or FACIAL
BRAZILIAN or BODY BACK WAX
BODY FIRM & TONE TREATMENT

• Programs in teaching, counseling, physical education,
and administration.

$19.99 & ap

• NCATE-accredited programs recognized by all 50 states
and internationally.

SHAMPOO & STYLE
li/OHAN HAIR CUT & SHAMPOO
BIKINI or HALF LEG WAX
SPA PEDICURE or MAKE-UP

• Resources that make transferring to APU a
seamless process.

Classes start five times throughout the year.
Contact us today!

$9.99Iup

(800)825-5278
www.apu.edu/explore/education
graduatecenter@apu.edu

II

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

AZUSA I HIGH DESERT | INLAND EMPIRE | LOS ANGELES | MURRIETA
ORANGE COUNTY | SAN DIEGO I

AcksmDy, teh Vista iz
mai favorite payper.

VENTURA COUNTY | ONLINE
11209

EYE BROW or UNDER ARMS WAX
EYE BROW or EYE LASHES TINT
MAN or CHILD HAIRCUT
HAIR DEEP TREATMENT or MANICURE

Iread it onlyne.
theusdvista.com
dull.
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lexandra Green,

Justin Fontenberry jukes the defender during theToreros' 21-20 loss to Dayton on Oct. 9.

Toreros football ends season with win at Davidson
By Joseph Shoen
USD senior wide receiver, Godfrey
Smith, described himself as a "role play
er" in his first three years as a Torero.
In his final season in a USD uniform,
Smith's only "role" was to be the best
receiver in the PFL.
Smith had yet another monster
game in the Toreros' season finale,
catching nine passes for 184 yards and
three touchdowns to propel USD to a
29-15 road victory over Davidson. The
win was the Toreros' fourth in their last
five games as they finished their season
at 5-6 overall and 5-3 in the PFL.
"With my career being done here,

the only thing that mattered to me was
going out with a win," Smith said.
"Ending the year with a road victory
will give the underclassmen something
to carry into next season."
USD opened up the scoring on
Smith's first touchdown of the day, the
result of a 16-yard pass from freshman
quarterback Mason Mills with 3:33 to go
in the second quarter. The lead wouldn't
last for long, however, as a 41-yard
strike from Wildcats' quarterback Jona
than Carkhuff to Lanny Funsten knot
ted the game at seven. The score would
remain tied heading into the break after
Toreros' kicker Stanley Shurson missed
a 43-yarder right before half.
Following the intermission, Mills

and Smith torched the Davidson sec
ondary again, hooking up on a 55-yard
pass to give USD a 14-7 advantage just
two minutes into the second half. Once
again, the Wildcats answered with a
touchdown pass of their own and a twopoint conversion put Davidson up 1514.
USD would continue to rely on
their seniors in the fourth quarter, as
running back Phil Morelli bolted into
the end zone from four yards out to give
the Toreros the lead. A two-point con
version pass from Mills to senior Justin
Fontenberry allowed USD to regain its
seven-point lead at 22-15.
The USD defense then tightened,
led by standout defensive end Mario

Kurn (11 tackles, 3.5 sacks) and cornerback Al-Rilwan Adeyemi. Adeyerhi
intercepted Carkhuff on Davidson's
next drive and put the Toreros in great
field position. However, Shurson's third
missed field goal of the day kept the
Wildcats' hopes alive.
The Toreros, who set a program
record by holding Davidson to minus
10 yards rushing on the day, were able
to force the Wildcats into yet another
three-and-out. Nine plays later, Smith
put the finishing touches on the victory,
hauling in a 27-yard pass from Mills to
make the score 29-15.
For USD, Mills finished 17 of 27
for 240 yards and three touchdowns as
he wrapped up an impressive freshman

campaign. Morelli compiled 110 yards
rushing on 22 carries in addition to his
one touchdown. Along with Kurn and
Adeyemi's efforts on the defensive end,
Senior captain Mike Calahan added nine
tackles and two sacks.
The story of the day, and the season,
was Smith, whose huge effort pushed
him over the 1,000-yard mark for the
year. His career now complete, Smith's
hard work and resolve will allow him to
look back with pride on his four years
as a Torero.
"It was a long road, but one that
I will always remember and cherish,"
Smith said. "Besides making me a better
football player, my experience at USD
made me a better man."

The greatness of Men's soccer finishes on high note
Manny Pacquiao
By Tyler Wilson .

Bv Chris Hanneke
J

Great athletes are hard to come by,
but should you ever be fortunate enough
to witness one play, you would be welladvised to do so. I was not alive to see
Muhammad Ali, too young to appreciate
Wayne Gretzky and Michael Jordan and
too uninfluenced by Southern California
culture to believe that Kobe Bryant was
really and truly great.
Mark McGwire was the closest
thing to greatness that I can remember
from my brief life so far, but so much
has been made of his career since his re
tirement that it would be outlandish to
throw his name into the same sentence
as Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron or any other
truly great baseball player of all time.
Today, the closest thing to greatness
is probably Albert Pujols, whose first 10
seasons in Major League Baseball rival
that of just about any other legendary
player in baseball history. Yet, because
of the MLB's inability to market great
baseball players the way they used to,
very few can appreciate just how great
Albert Pujols' career has been.
The sad truth is, we are in a drought
of great athletes. Tiger Woods was one
at the beginning of the decade, but a
bum knee and a now-infamous sex ad
diction derailed what was on track to
become the greatest career by a profes
sional golfer ever.
It's sad, because there's nothing like
the experience of watching an athlete ut
terly dominate an opponent and prove
their greatness. Ali had the Rumble in
the Jungle. Jordan had the "double-nickel" game against the Knicks and about
10 other unforgettable performances.
Woods had Pebble Beach in 2000.
These are moments that allow the
audience, whether in the stands or at
home, to sit back and watch in awe as

they realize without a shadow of a doubt
that they are witnessing greatness. In
fact, that's what makes these athletes
great. You don't need clear cut criteria;
you just know that what you are seeing
is something so special that you will
brag to your grandchildren that you were
alive to witness these athletes firsthand.
With that in mind, it is now becom
ing impossible to deny that Manny Pac
quiao is the closest thing we have to one
of these once-in-a-lifetime athletes .
Saturday night's fight against Anto
nio Margarito wasn't supposed to be as
easy as Pacquiao made it out to be. Mar
garito stepped in to the ring standing in
at 5-foot-10 and weighing 165 pounds,
17 pounds heavier than the 5-foot-6
Pacquiao. The size difference alone was
supposed to give Pac-Man more than he
was accustomed to.
On top of that, all of the talk lead
ing up to the fight claimed that Pacquiao
was less interested. He was a Filipino
congressman now with no real motiva
tion to fight Margarito. The fight didn't
mean half as much as the fight the entire
world wants to see, Pacquiao vs. Floyd
Mayweather. The supposed lack of mo
tivation didn't seem to bother Pacquiao,
however, because over the course of 12
rounds he beat up Margarito so convinc
ingly that by round 11 he was looking to
the referee to help stop the beating.
It was a performance that will go
largely underappreciated. Sure, he beat
Margarito but he won't be considered
a true boxing legend unless he takes
down Mayweather. But those that ap
preciate boxing know that sentiment is
unfair and that Pacquiao has proven his
greatness. He was so dominant against a
much larger Margarito that a weaker and
more defensive Mayweather simply has
no chance of knocking him down.
The only hope for Mayweather is
to keep delaying, keep pushing the fight
back until Pacquiao finally loses a step
or two. But even then, it would take a su
perhuman effort to defeat him, because
if Saturday's fight was any indication,
Pacquiao is far greater than we are giv
ing him credit for.
So maybe it's best to just sit back
and admire, just as audiences did for the
other elite athletes of sports history. I'm
just glad I'm alive to fully appreciate
this one.

The USD men's soccer team finally
cured the overtime affliction that has
plagued their season by pouncing on the
University of San Francisco Dons 2-1
in their first overtime victory of the sea
son.
For the first time since before con
ference play began, the Toreros came
out of a weekend completely victorious,
as they defeated the Dons on Friday
evening and the Saint Mary's Gaels on
Sunday afternoon.
Friday night against the Dons, the
Toreros put themselves in that all too
familiar overtime whole for the eighth
time this season. Marcello Carminatti
fired an early goal past the Dons' goalie
in the sixth minute of action, but was
offset with a goal off a penalty kick in
the 61st minute of play.
The Toreros' prospects were bleak
at this point, as they have not come out
of the previous seven overtime peri
ods victorious, but something in the air
was different. Even though the Toreros
only had 10 men on the field because
of an earlier red card by goalie Michael
D'Arrigo, which was the same red card
that led to the penalty kick and subse
quently the Dons' lone goal, the USD
men had something up their sleeves to
surprise the fans at Torero stadium.
"We caught them on the counter
with a brilliant pass from Sergio Carranza to Patrick Wallen," head coach
Seamus McFadden said, "and of course
Wallen buried the opportunity to give us
the win."
Although Wallen's scoring prowess
is no surprise to Torero soccer fans, it
was the timing of his goal that caught
the spectators off guard.
"I was very happy to see the ball
hit the back of the net and secure our
first overtime win," coach McFadden
said. "The lads finally got the monkey
off their backs with the win. But they
are making me old."
It was more like a gorilla that the
Toreros had to pry off their backs, but
they did it just in time to gain some mo
mentum for the final game of the sea
son, otherwise known as Senior Day,
last Sunday against the Gaels at Torero
Stadium.
The Toreros struck early yet again
when senior Nolan Chandler recorded
his first career goal for USD in his final
game as a Torero in the 16th minute.

Carminatti sent a perfect pass into
the box, giving Chandler a one-onone opportunity with the Dons' goalie.
Chandler took advantage of this oppor
tunity and placed the ball in the lower
left side of the net for the 1-0 lead.
"I was very pleased to see Nolan
score the goal," coach McFadden said.
"He has been a great team guy that is
very highly regarded by the coaching
staff and all of the players."
Despite Chandler's goal, the Tore
ros faced a 2-1 halftime deficit because
of goals by Saint Mary's in the 31st and
44th minutes of play.
"We played very well for the entire
game and really were very unlucky to
be loosing 2-1 at the half despite all of
our possession," coach McFadden said.
"I lit into the lads at halftime and their
response was first class."
Wallen took coach McFadden's
halftime speech to heart and took ad
vantage of a porous Saint Mary's de
fense by scoring two goals in the span
of a minute to put the game away for
good.
Wallen first scored in the 54th
minute when the Gaels were called for
a handball in the penalty box. Wallen
scored on the ensuing penalty kick to tie
the game at 2-2.

Less than 45 seconds later, Wallen
struck again when Connor McFadden
sent the ball towards Christian Duke.
Duke controlled the ball with his chest
and tapped it to an open Wallen who
then buried it in the goal for the lead and
eventually the victory.
"Wallen started the season very
slowly, but he stepped up in conference
play," coach McFadden said. "He led
the WCC in goals with nine."
This past weekend's results could
not have been better for the USD men's
soccer team. The Toreros posted a re
cord of 3-0-1 for their last four games
and gave themselves momentum for
next season, despite having a very me
diocre start to conference play.
"When all is said and done we will
look back on our season and look at
all of the games that we squandered,"
coach Mcfadden said. "A couple more
wins and we go to the tournament or
win the conference."
The graduation of only three se
niors gives the Toreros much to look
forward to next season. This past sea
son has given this young Torero squad
some much needed experience through
a very tumultuous season. This experi
ence should give Torero nation much to
look forward to next year.

Photo by lom Koin

Dan Delgado fights for the ball during theTorero's 2-1 overtime win over USF on Nov. 12.
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Women's volleyball clinches share of WCC title
Toreros win 14th match in a row
By Chris Engell
The USD women's volleyball
team claimed at least a share of the
WCC championship with wins over
both Santa Clara and San Francisco
this past week. With these sweeps, the
Toreros improve their record to 22-4
overall, remain perfect in WCC action
at 12-0 and put their winning streak
to 14. USD will look to claim the
WCC championship outright when
they return to action on Thursday as
they head to Malibu for a 7 p.m. WCC
match against Pepperdine University.
On Thursday, the Toreros took on
Santa Clara in WCC action. Three dif
ferent Toreros recorded double-digit
kills to help propel the 18th-ranked
women's volleyball team to a 3-0
win (25-21, 25-14, 25-8). Ali Troost
recorded a match-high 15 kills on 26
swings, while only committing two
attack errors, to post a .500 hitting
percentage. Amy DeGroot recorded
a double-double with 10 kills and 11
digs, while Chloe Ferrari recorded 10
kills. Ferrari's .714 hitting percent
age is the sixth best single-match hit
ting percentage in USD history. Cera
Oliveira recorded a team-best 21 digs,
while Kelsi Myers recorded 32 assists
in helping steer the USD offense to a
.352 hitting percentage.
In the first set, things stayed
close, then with the score tied at 4-4,
a Troost kill ignited a 6-2 Torero run
to give USD some breathing room and
a 10-6 lead. The Toreros would build
on that lead, eventually getting it to
23-17. The Broncos rallied back and
pulled to within two at 23-21 but the
Toreros dug in and closed things out
with a DeGroot kill and a SCU attack
error to give themselves a 25-21 win.
In the second set, the Toreros
wasted no time in getting going as an
Ashton Basch kill jumpstarted a 10-4

Photo by Tom Roth

Asthon Basch goes up for a spike during theToreros win over Santa Clara University on Nov. 11.

Torero run to begin the frame. San
Diego maintained the lead, eventually
getting the score to 19-9. They stayed
the course and went on to claim set

two, 25-14. The third and final set,
consisted of more domination by the
Toreros. They jumped out to a 10-3
lead and never looked back. USD

Torero Diary: Ohana Day
By Mike Ferraro
Toreros' baseball held its annual
Ohana Day celebration this past week.
Ohana Day is a special day celebrated
by players, coaching staff, fans, advi
sors, donators and family. Ohana Day
concludes the baseball team's sixweek, strenuous fall practice schedule
consisting of practice and intrasquad
games every day, with the exception
of Mondays.
The fall schedule is most dreaded
by USD baseball players because of
its long, hot, repetitive days of base
ball practice along, with situational
games against one another.
While it may seem as though it is
a very difficult time to get through, it
also is a very vital part of the team's
season. It is the time the coaches use
to get an idea of the talent that they
are working with (i.e. new recruits
and transfers). As for the players, it is
time for the new members of the team
to get acclimated to the ways and tra
ditions of USD baseball, as well as a
period of time for players of all ages
within the program to hone their skills
and begin to see what it's like to play
together on their new team.
"It's a very big learning period
for the new guys," senior pitcher Darrin Campbell said. "It's a good time
for us to evaluate the new guys and

welcome them to the team on the field
as opposed to off the field socially."
The freshman outlook is often a
little different than the veteran posi
tion that Campbell takes.
"My first fall was good," fresh
man pitcher Dylan Covey said. "I got
to see what it is like to play for coach
Hill and I have to say I'm excited to
pitch for USD this year."
When all is said and done for fall
practice and the team gathers with
alumni from last year's team for the
annual Ohana Day dinner and ban
quet, everyone finally gets to see what
the program is all about.
The Ohana Day banquet is put on
to support the team from the previous
year. Due to the fact that we had 10
players drafted and over 14 players
leave the program, there were a lot of
returners present to celebrate with the
fairly new team.
Every returning player is required
to say a few words regarding their
time at USD as a member of the USD
baseball team, thus everyone had
many heartfelt things to say in regards
to the program.
As for myself, I could not have
asked for a better coaching staff to
play for, and a better group of guys
with which to take the field every
game. To the new guys and the new
2011 USD baseball team, good luck
and have a great season.

Women's soccer season ends
By Sara VanderHorst
The women's soccer season came
to an end last Friday when the team fell
to Wake Forest University, 1-0, in the
first round of the NCAA tournament.
USD finished
the season at 11-8-2,
while the Demon Decons advanced to
the second round of the tournament.
The Toreros seemed to have con
trol throughout most of the game. One
of their first opportunities came around
the 30-minute mark when a long ball
was played to forward Stephanie Ochs,
who then sent a beautiful cross to Tay
lor Housley whose shot bounced off

the crossbar. Yet another opportunity
came in the 50th minute when Jackie
Zinke's shot sailed just wide of the net.
A Wake Forest penalty kick in the
65th minute changed the momentum
and resulted in the only goal of the
game.
USD never quit fighting and had a
great opportunity in the last seconds of
the game on a free kick by Elie Magracia, but Wake Forest cleared the ball
just in time to seal the win.
The Toreros outshot Wake Forest
8-6 and had the advantage in corner
kicks at 6-1, but it wasn't enough, and
the Toreros season came to a heart
breaking end with the I -0 loss.

claimed the set, 25-8.
On Saturday, the Toreros took
on the University of San Francisco in
WCC action. USD only proved their

dominance once again with a 3-0
sweep. Colleen Carlson led all play
ers with her 16 kills on 20 swings,
and she committed no errors, posting
a career-high .800 hitting percent
age, which ties her for third in singlematch attack percentage at USD.
DeGroot was the second Torero
to record double-digit kills as she re
corded 13 kills and she racked up 19
digs to post a double-double.
Myers recorded 44 assists in help
ing steer the USD offense to a .345 at
tack percentage. Oliveira recorded a
match-high 25 digs as well.
In the first set, USD struggled
a little bit and the Dons managed to
keep things close. With the score at
9-7 in favor of the Toreros, a Carlson
kill off a set from Myers ignited a 5-2
USD run to give San Diego some mo
mentum and a 14-9 lead. The Toreros
never looked back as they went on to
claim set one, 25-21.
In the second set, San Diego dom
inated the Dons as they hit .400 as a
team and held the opponents to a .121
clip. The Dons got the first point, but
back-to-back kills by Carlson sparked
a 7-0 Torero run. After USF grabbed
the next two points, a Carlson kill
jumpstarted a 7-1 USD run to give the
Toreros a comfortable 14-4 lead. USD
eased their way to a 24-13 win to go
into the break up two sets to none.
The third and final set was a lot
closer than the first two sets, as the
Dons kept things close for a majority
of the frame. Then, with the scored
tied at 15-15, a Troost kill ignited a
3-0 USD run to give the team some
breathing room.
USF would only get to within two
of the Torero the rest of the way, as
San Diego finished the sweep with a
25-19 win.
The Toreros will look to claim
full possession of the WCC title to
night at 7 p.m. at Pepperdine.
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LEFT: Chris Manresa goes up for a jump ball in the season opener against Occidental. RIGHT: Darian Norris drives to the hoop. He finished with 13 points and five assists to lead theToreros to their 83-66 win

Men's basketball drops Occidental, falls to Stanford
By Dane Cummaro
November truly is the cruelest
month for the Occidental College
men's basketball team. "Oxy" should
have personally thanked Coach Bill
Grier and his players for putting on a
clinic that they didn't have to pay to
attend.
The success was due, in large
part, to the efficiency with which the
Toreros were operating their machin
ery. Four players were double-digit
scorers for the Toreros, led by Ken
Rancifer, who had 14.
When Occidental knotted the
score at 21, USD finished out the first
half on a hot streak. By halftime, not

only did the Toreros hold a 50-32
lead, but they shot 75 percent from
the field, and an eye-popping 70 per
cent from three-point range. The USD
men looked like some sort of bizarre
combination between Larry Bird and
J.J. Redick.
Even more promising for the To
reros was the play of freshman Den
nis Kramer. He tallied 12 points on
five for seven shooting, displaying
firsthand why coach Grier had been
gushing about this year's group of
big men. Size and length have long
plagued past USD teams, and this year
it seems as though Kramer, alongside
Chris Manresa, may be able to change
this disturbing trend.
USD finished the game shooting

59 percent from the field and 56 per
cent from three-point range. Torero
players never let up as they won this
one going away, 83-66.
USD's second matchup of the
season pitted them against a formi
dable Pac-10 opponent. They traveled
up north to Palo Alto to take on the
Stanford Cardinal. Under coach Grier,
USD has played Stanford in each of
the last two seasons.
In last year's game, Coach Grier
got the better end of Stanford. Unfor
tunately that would not be the case
last Monday evening.
USD fell to Stanford 64-48, de
spite holding them to a pedestrian
40 percent from the field. Turnovers

proved to be the difference in the
game. They tell a coach one of two
things: either the team lacks continu
ity or the players are an undisciplined
lot that force the issue.
With a team as inexperienced as
USD, turnovers are part of the feeling
out process. As the season progresses,
the Toreros will learn each other's ten
dencies and turnovers will decrease.
This is simply part of the growing
pains a young team goes through.
In the first half alone, USD had
13 turnovers and Stanford converted
them into 16 points. Bogged down by
Stanford's length and pesky defense,
USD simply could not achieve any
type of offensive momentum.
Senior guard Devin Ginty was

the lone bright spot for coach Grier
in a game that was never really close.
Ginty had 10 points and shot 4-6 from
the field and 2-3 from behind the arc.
Many may speculate as to the fu
ture of a team that looked offensively
lackluster at best and inept at worst.
Relax.
The season is young and mistakes
are inevitable for any team that returns
only one starter. In stark contrast to
last season, USD should be expected
to start slow and build up by the time
it enters WCC play.
In the words of the most suc
cessful high school basketball coach
in modern history, coach Gary McKnight (Mater Dei), it's not how you
start, it's how you finish.

Exclusive interview: coach Bill Grier discusses the season to come
By Chris Hanneke
The Vista: What are your expectations
heading in to the season?
Bill Grier: I' m excited about this team
because of the chemistry they've de
veloped as a group and I can see its po
tential and upside. We have some good
pieces, now it's a matter of the younger
players getting up to speed at this level.
With only four upperclassman on
our roster I expect we will have moments
of brilliance mixed with moments of in
consistency in the early part of the sea
son. We lost four seniors that were start
ers. and with them a lot of experience.
Nine of our top 13 players are freshmen
and sophomores, with only two juniors
and two seniors. Fortunately, two of our
new players, junior point guard Darian
Norris and sophomore center Chris Ga
briel, will provide some much needed
experience. Norris is a talented point
guard that understands the position and
how to lead. He can impact the game by
scoring if needed, but doesn't have to
score in order to have an impact. Gabri
el, who red-shirted last year, is our big
gest and most physical player. He gives
us a tremendous inside presence. Both
played as freshmen in other Division 1
programs, Gabriel transferring after his
freshman year to USD and Norris trans
ferring from a junior college.
V: How is this year's team different
from teams of the past?
BG: This year's team is just that...a
team. They've developed good chem
istry that is genuine. While our staff
has always emphasized the importance
of chemistry, they have taken it upon
themselves to build relationships with
each other. It started at the end of the

spring and has carried over into the pre
season. They hold each other account
able, yet are encouraging to each other.
This team has a much better size
than we've had the past three years.
We have five players that are between
6-foot-8 and 6-foot-10. This will obvi
ously help us in the paint and on the
glass. But we also have two bigger
freshmen guards that give us size and
athleticism on the perimeter in Jordan
Mackie and Ben Vozzola. At 6-foot-3,
Mackie gives us a combo guard that is
fast in transition and very athletic in the
paint. Vozzola is a 6-foot-5 off-guard
who is quick and shoots the ball well
from the perimeter.
V: There has been a lot of hype around
this year's recruiting class. Based on
what you have seen so far, have they
|the recruits] lived up to your own ex
pectations?
BG: It's far too early to tell with the
freshmen how much of an impact they
will have on the season. It is a big ad
justment from high school to Division
I basketball in terms of the speed and
physicality of the game. They're very
talented as a group and they've each
shown moments in practices or a scrim
mage where they've shined. But, they
also show "freshmen" moments as they
learn the system and how hard they have
to play at this level consistently to have
an impact. It won't surprise me at all if
they are some of the biggest contribu
tions to our team as the year progresses,
especially as we get into conference
play. Norris will have a big impact on
our team this year from the start. He is a
difference maker.
V: Going off of that, with so many new
recruits and losing your two leaders

from last year [Brandon Johnson and
De'Jon Jackson] it's no secret this team
is much younger. Do you think guys like
Dorr and Ginty are ready to assume the
leadership roles?
BG: Devin and Matt have really stepped
up their leadership with our team start
ing back in the spring. It has been chal
lenging for them both because our team
is young. They have set a good example
for our younger players to follow both
on and off the floor. I have been very
pleased with how they've embraced
their role as leaders, the word "team"
means a lot to both of them. The big
gest reason our chemistry has improved
so much is that Devin and Matt worked
tirelessly to organize get-togethers with
all their teammates, made sure guys
worked hard in the weight room and
made sure guys were in the gym work
ing. I could see how much closer our
team had become when we took our trip
to Vancouver this past summer, and it
has carried over into practice.
V: Over the past couple of seasons, the
WCC has become a much more respect
ed conference, with Gonzaga and St.
Mary's both making tournament runs
and BYU set to join next year. Where do
you see your team in relation to the rest
of the conference, not only this season
but going forward
BG: This is my 20th season in the WCC
and I've seen a lot of change, especially
in the overall talent level. Obviously
Gonzaga is the program to beat in the
conference, and always will be until one
of us knocks them off. St. Mary's will
again be a threat to Gonzaga, but this
year so will LMU. They have pieced
together a nice team that could have a
big year. It will be a dogfight between
the remaining five teams to finish in the

top four, and it wouldn't surprise me if
one of the five teams finishes as high
as second. Where we finish is going to
depend on how much growth our young
players make during the pre-season
schedule and how consistent our more
"veteran" players are throughout the
season. We will definitely be battle-test
ed going into league play with our pre
season schedule. Road games at SDSU,
Stanford, New Mexico and North Caro
lina State will definitely test a young
team. Plus, we play in the most difficult
preseason tournament we've played in
since our staff arrived, the ESPN Dia
mond Head Classic. We open against
nationally ranked Baylor, playing either
Washington State or Mississippi State in
the second round. The other side of the
bracket includes 2010 National runnerup Butler, Florida State, Utah and Ha
waii.
V: Lastly, we write about it all the time,
but USD fan support is always a bit dis
appointing in any sport. What would you
say to all of the fans about this team, and
why should they be excited for another
season of basketball at the JCP?
BG: It is challenging to get fan support
on a consistent basis, not only at USD
but at many schools in Southern Cali
fornia. We all compete for a fanbase
against phenomenal weather, an array of
activities, professional sports and other
universities. While I know success in
creases interest in your program, it isn't
the catch-all. After our win in the 2008
NCAA Tournament, I thought we would
have a great crowd in our home opener
the next season. We had an awesome
student turnout (nearly 1400 students),
but very few general admission or sea
son ticket holders and a half-full JCP.
Yet the students did an incredible job

creating energy for our team. We won
the game, beating Nevada and Luke
Babbitt. Babbitt was a McDonald's AllAmerican and recently selected in the
first round of the NBA draft by Portland.
I don't know if students realize
what kind of impact they can have on
a game, how much of an impact they
can have on both the home and visiting
teams. It is very tough on the visiting
team to play in front of a loud and ener
getic crowd on the road, while the home
team feeds off the energy. For example,
I was in Portland recruiting this fall and
had a chance to watch Portland's train
ing camp (former USD player and coach
Bernie Bickerstaff is an assistant coach
on the Portland staff). Luke Babbitt and
I had a conversation regarding our game
in 2008. He told me our students really
got to him mentally and he played the
worst game of his collegiate career be
cause of them!
Student support also has a huge
impact on recruiting. While there are
several factors in recruiting, all players
have the desire to play at a place where
they get great support, especially from
the student-body. When we have recruits
come to our home games, I know if we
have a good student crowd our chances
of getting them increase significantly.
The number one thing other schools use
against our program in recruiting is lack
of consistent fan support.
I realize we have to do our part by
winning and being competitive, and by
putting a fun product out on the floor to
watch. This season our team will be fun
to watch. We have put great emphasis
on pushing the ball in transition to score
on the fastbreak. This team shares and
moves the ball on the offense which is
fun to coach and I'm sure [is] fun to
watch.

